



VOLUME 109 • ISSUE 8 APRIL 11, 2016BARUCH COLLEGE’S INDEPENDENT STUDENT NEWSPAPER
BY NICOLE CLEMONS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Th is year’s Baruch College 2016 USG Debate, 
hosted by Th e Ticker, allowed the two USG presiden-
tial candidates, Daniel Dornbaum and Jibreel Jalloh, 
along with vice presidential members of the Baruch 
Believes party, to address the concerns of students.
Moderated by Th omas Seubert, managing editor 
of Th e Ticker, the debates, held on Th urs. April 7 in the 
Bearcat Den, featured the two presidential nominees 
expanding on their parties’ platforms, former leader-
ship experience and on-campus presence. 
STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
Debate focuses on platforms, outreach Tennert discusses 




In an off set of Ethics Week, Th e 
Baruch Investment Management 
Group, in collaboration with Th e 
Robert Zicklin Center for Cor-
porate Integrity and Th e Charles 
Dreifus Ethics-Across-the-Cur-
riculum Initiative, hosted a panel 
event and discussion with Jason 
DeSena Tennert, author and chief 
fi nancial strategist.
Tennert is a managing partner 
of Strategas Research Partners 
LLC, an institutional brokerage 
fi rm “focused on providing macro 
research, capital market and cor-
porate advisory services, and fi -
nancial solutions to institutional 
investors and corporate execu-
tives around the world.”  
He is a graduate of George-
town University, where he re-
ceived his bachelor’s degree in 
international economics, and 
Th e Wharton School of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, where he 
received his MBA.
Tennert is also a regular guest 
host on CNBC’s Squawk Box and 
Bloomberg Surveillance.
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Preke Radoina runs his hand through 
his hair, though he is not self-conscious. 
An actor by trade, his eyes are alight as he 
describes his experiences as an undocu-
mented immigrant living in New York City.
Radoina, known by his stage name Praq 
Rado, is a senior majoring in marketing the 
arts. Before enrolling at Baruch College, 
he attended Borough of Manhattan Com-
munity College and Westchester Commu-
nity College. He waited tables to get by, in 
between traversing fi lm festivals to pitch 
his story. Before coming to New York, he 
worked odd jobs in Italy and Greece. Long 
before that, he was a shepherd in Albania.
STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
Senior set to release 




for women in tech
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
CUNY, Cornell Tech and Verizon have 
partnered to launch a technology education 
initiative designed to increase the number 
of women working in the technology fi elds. 
Th e Women in Technology and Entre-
preneurship in New York initiative will 
work to supply both undergraduate and 
graduate women with the support needed 
to enter the male-dominated computer 
science fi eld. Th ough the rate of women 
entering college has been increasing—ap-
proximately 11.5 million females entered 
college for the Fall 2015—they still account 
for less than 1 percent of graduates with 
technology-related degrees.
STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
Student outreach should 
be central to elections
In an eff ort to remain an unbiased observer and 
reporter of important Baruch College-related news, 
Th e Ticker typically avoids proff ering an opinion on 
specifi c platforms and candidates come USG elec-
tion season; but, we feel that what we have observed 
and reported over the past few years, culminating in 
the no-contest victory of Next in Lex last year and the 
almost entirely unopposed run of Baruch Believes 
this election cycle, requires us to voice our concern. 
Simply, we, the students who comprise the editorial 
board of Th e Ticker, feel anything but inspired by the 
outreach eff orts of this year’s candidates, and Ba-
ruch students deserve better.
In recent history, all candidates ferociously cam-
paigned on the second fl oor, meeting students, ex-
plaining platform ideas and accosting their peers for 
votes. Colorful T-shirts and banners fl ooded the area 
outside the Offi  ce of Student Life; bulletin boards 
were plastered with platform information. Next 
Gen, Rethink Baruch, Lift Baruch and Build Baruch, 
among many of the parties you may remember, put 
forth concerted eff orts to win the favor of Baruch 
students through platforms focused on key issues 
and causes of concern for students: networking, 
building relationships among clubs, mentorships, 
etc. Last year, Next in Lex ran an unopposed cam-
paign, reshuffl  ing the deck of the previous iteration 
of USG, but still spent ample time meeting students 
and explaining its platform.
Th e 2016 election cycle has been a diff erent sto-
ry. Outreach eff orts on the part of candidates have 
been anything but ferocious and, quite frankly, have 
been barely noticeable. Baruch Believes did not post 
its full platform breakdown and explanation online 
as of April 8, did not “reveal” most of its candidates 
until three days before polls opened and have never 
had more than a few representatives from their near-
ly 50-person team out on the second fl oor meeting 
students. Th e only contest in this year’s election is 
between Baruch Believes presidential candidate 
Daniel Dornbaum and lone-wolf candidate Jibreel 
Jalloh, who, as of April 7, had been to campus once 
since registering for his presidential run on March 
14,  participating in a debate via Skype. 
So, what is it then? Gone are the days of under-
graduate political engagement? Two consecutive, 
mostly unopposed runs for nearly 50 candidates may 
indicate a dieing interest in USG and student life.
STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD Lawmakers elect to freeze tuition
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
In what could only be described 
as a victory for CUNY students, 
state lawmakers rejected Gov. An-
drew Cuomo’s proposal to extend 
the Rational Tuition Plan. Notice-
ably absent from the budget, mean-
while, were funds for a PSC-CUNY 
contract.
Th e decision to freeze tuition 
seemed surprising to many; CUNY 
was at risk of losing $485 million in 
state funding, and some believed 
that a rise in tuition was inevitable. 
“Th e tuition freeze is great news 
for all of CUNY,” Annie Sourbis, 
president of USG, said. “I think that 
this shows that our elected offi  cials 
saw the bigger picture of tuition 
hikes.”
STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
She Loves Me





profi t Broadway 
organization, 
R o u n d a b o u t 
Th eatre Company. It is the sec-
ond time RTC revived the classic.
ARTS & STYLE 13
Roundabout Theatre 
revives 1963 classic (p. 13)




to 20 diff er-
ent countries 
on March 28. 
While the de-
vice is primarily 
known for gaming, the developer 
hopes to expand its application 
to other fi elds, including auto-
motives and architecture. 
SCIENCE & TECH 15
Oculus Rift begins shipping 
to 20 countries (p.15)





secured a spot 
in the semi-
fi nals against 
the York Col-
lege Cardinals. 
Baruch and York played against 
each other two times in the regu-
lar season, and both times the 
Bearcats came out on top 3-0.
SPORTS 17
Baruch routs CSI, goes on to 




the Tesla Model 
3. After barely 
reaching their 
sales goal in 
2015, the elec-
tric car com-
pany hopes to 
drastically increase their sales 
volume with the updated and 
aff ordable Model 3. 
BUSINESS 10
Tesla unveils car for middle-










tinue fi lming 
there. Th e laws allows religious 
groups and businesses to deny 
service to LGBTQ individuals.
OPINIONS 6
Discriminatory laws violate 
constitutional rights (p. 6)
Daniel Dornbaum and Jibreel Jalloh, who skyped into the debate, spoke about on-campus presence and student involvement.
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The rejection of Gov. Cuomo’s Rational Tuition Plan will save 
CUNY students from another tuition increase of $300.
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USG candidates address concerns at 2016 debates
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE 
Dornbaum, a junior, has been 
involved with USG since his fresh-
man year and currently holds the 
position of vice president of legis-
lative aff airs. As presidential candi-
date of the Baruch Believes party, 
Dornbaum stated that his team is 
hoping to bring about real change 
to the Baruch community. 
“I’m running for president but 
that’s not just a title, it’s what can 
I do for students at Baruch. I be-
lieve Baruch deserves a student 
government that puts students 
fi rst and will build a connection 
with every undergraduate,” said 
Dornbaum. 
Jalloh, a senior who is run-
ning for USG president without 
a team, has been involved in dif-
ferent clubs and organizations 
on campus including the SEEK 
Society, Urban Male Leadership 
Academy and was formerly the 
vice president of the Black Student 
Union. Currently Jalloh holds an 
internship with New York State 
Assembly in Albany and had to be 
skyped into the debates. Th e lone 
candidate wants to use his experi-
ences to improve the quality of life 
at Baruch. 
“I’m running to help all stu-
dents, the full time, the part time, 
the transfers, the international stu-
dents. Th e guy that goes to every 
event and the girl that just goes to 
class and goes home,” said Jalloh. 
“Everyone pays the student activ-
ity fee but the sad truth is, not ev-
eryone receives full benefi ts from 
paying that fee.”
Some of the key questions 
brought up during the debate in-
volved both party’s on-campus 
presence, disinterest in USG and 
the “general lack of outreach on the 
part of candidates to the student 
population during this election 
cycle,” as posed by Seubert. 
Dornbaum stated that his team 
is taking an individual approach 
to campaigning. “Th ere’s defi -
nitely not a lack of interest or en-
ergy amongst our team. Every day, 
members of our team are all over 
the campus, not just on the second 
fl oor,” explained Dornbaum. 
“We want to hit a diverse array 
of students so what our team is 
doing we’re breaking off  in groups 
of twos and threes and spread-
ing out from the [17 Lexington 
Avenue] campus to the plaza to 
upstairs on the seventh or eighth 
fl oors. We’re going out, individu-
ally, talking to individual students 
about their concerns, so it’s not 
just, ‘here’s my palm card, vote for 
me.’ We’re actually having substan-
tive conversations with students to 
hear their feedback,” Dornbaum 
continued. 
In a follow-up question about 
late social media launches, Dorn-
baum said that the later launch 
was aff ected by this year’s late 
spring break, but his platform is 
still focusing on in-person out-
reach. “Like I said earlier, our 
team is on the ground, hitting all 
diff erent spots on campus. Th at’s 
the real feedback that you get, 
whether someone likes a photo 
on Facebook or not, that’s not re-
ally creating that dialogue,” said 
Dornbaum.  
Jalloh stated that he believes 
there is a defi nite disinterest in 
joining USG, especially after see-
ing that for the past two elections, 
the majority of candidates ran un-
opposed. “I read that last year they 
ran unopposed. I don’t believe 
that’s real democracy. When you 
get to the point where you have a, 
what I would say an oligarchy, call-
ing the shots and trying to put on 
this façade like, ‘Hey, vote for me, 
be involved,’ I don’t believe that’s 
true government, true democracy,” 
said Jalloh. 
In regards to his physical cam-
paign presence on campus, Jalloh 
said he has not been on campus 
since mid-March because of his 
work-study obligations in Albany. 
“I’m trying to prioritize the stu-
dents and hear their voices. I don’t 
have to be on campus physically to 
do that … so I haven’t had a pres-
ence on campus; but. I may not 
have a team on the ballot but I have 
a team on the fl oor … I have a lot 
of people that’s actually support-
ing my campaign, supporting my 
cause … I don’t have to be there 
physically.” 
According to Jalloh, his cam-
paign, “Real Solutions, Raising Effi  -
ciency and Togetherness,” is a push 
to aff ect every student and not just 
the students who are involved in 
student life. 
“You can try to reach out to 
someone but if they don’t have the 
time to be involved they’re not go-
ing to be involved. I want to focus 
more towards, instead of trying to 
reach out to them, speak to stu-
dents that we can reach now, speak 
to administrators who have been 
here over the years and try to fi nd 
solutions that will aff ect everyone,” 
said Jalloh. 
 Dornbaum said that the Baruch 
Believes platform, “Reach, Relate, 
and Inspire,” plans to reach out to 
the everyday Baruch student by us-
ing programming and fi nding dif-
ferent things USG can do to relate 
to students who are not on campus 
for long periods of time, inspiring 
and leaving a “lasting impression” 
on those students. 
In the latter half of the debates, 
candidates on the Baruch Believes 
platform Ryan Powers, running for 
executive vice president, Ehtash-
am Bhatti, who is running for vice 
president of legislative aff airs and 
Andrew Armoogan, who is run-
ning for vice president of academic 
aff airs, discussed improving rela-
tionships with clubs and organi-
zations and the Offi  ce of Student 
Life, increasing funding for student 
scholarships by asking academic 
departments for funding and the 
battle of CUNY tuition. 
Bhatti said that their party 
would continue to foster the rela-
tionship between clubs and orga-
nizations and OSL. “Dealing with 
budgets, dealing with appeals, we 
always hear students complaining 
about the fact that our advisers are 
a bit too busy sometimes, or their 
schedules don’t meet up with our 
advisor. We want to create a better 
system and allow a lot of these club 
leaders to meet up with their advi-
sor to plan their events.”
Baruch Believes also plans to 
help clubs and organizations tran-
sition to the new system under 
OSL, called OrgSync, by creating a 
transition team. 
“We’ll have them work over the 
summer to get acclimated to Org-
Sync and help fi gure out exactly 
how that works instead of navigat-
ing themselves through OSL. We’ll 
have members in USG that can talk 
to them,” explained Powers. 
With the current one-year 
freeze on CUNY tuition, Bhatti said 
that he plans to connect with stu-
dents for their input on changes 
they want to see made to tuition. 
“For example, if they wanted a cer-
tain rate per year or maybe freeze 
it all together. It depends on them,” 
explained Bhatti. 
Students will be eligible to vote 
in the USG Elections on April 9, 12, 
13 and 14 in the Newman Vertical 
Campus cafeteria. 
Lawmakers in Albany elect to freeze CUNY tuition
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE 
Sourbis went on to say that if 
tuition hikes were continued, aces-
sibility of CUNY to students seek-
ing aff ordable eduction would be 
greatly aff ected.
Th e Rational Tuition Plan was 
passed by the state legislature in 
June 2011. For fi ve years, it capped 
tuition increases at $300 annually. 
Th us, tuition rose from $4,830 per 
academic year, starting in 2011, to 
$6,330 by 2016.
In May 2015, the University Stu-
dent Senate passed a resolution in 
support of a tuition freeze. Student 
governments across the CUNY sys-
tem, including Baruch College’s 
USG, soon adopted similar resolu-
tions as an eff ort to create a unifi ed 
front on the issue.
“While the administration and 
CUNY Board of Trustees support-
ed the extension of tuition hikes, 
the University Student Senate and 
students across the university op-
posed tuition hikes because of 
the burden of tuition and because 
the state continued to provide the 
bare minimum in funding, and tu-
ition revenue went to cover budget 
gaps,” Lucas Almonte, legislative 
director at the USS, said.
Daniel Dornbaum, USG’s vice 
president of legislative aff airs, 
led Baruch’s eff ort in making the 
student body more aware of the 
issue, whether it was though dis-
tributing fl iers or encouraging 
students to sign the USS’ tuition 
freeze petition.
“We were always optimistic,” 
Dornbaum said. “Obviously in the 
back of our minds, when Cuomo 
cut that $485 million, that was a 
big hit to our campaign. When we 
are out there pushing for a tuition 
freeze and increase in funds and he 
cuts funding, that’s tough. We have 
to be optimistic, but I’m certainly 
surprised that [the tuition freeze] 
happened.”
But as the students celebrated 
their victory, the faculty had to take 
yet another blow to their campaign 
for a contract. Th ough the lawmak-
ers returned the $485 million to the 
CUNY budget, the money allocated 
for faculty contracts was missing, 
despite promises that proper funds 
would be allocated.
CUNY professors have been 
working without a contract for 
over six years and have not re-
ceived a raise for just as long. Th is 
has resulted in several protests by 
the faculty and staff , including the 
recent “die in” in front of Cuomo’s 
Manhattan offi  ce.
Th e Professional Staff  Con-
gress of CUNY, an organization 
that represents 25,000 members 
of CUNY faculty and staff , was dis-
appointed in the state budget out-
come. Barbara Bowen, president 
of PSC CUNY, said in a statement 
that while PSC-CUNY is willing 
to work on labor contracts, the 
organization is “not alone in [its] 
fi ght,” referring to Chicago teachers 
who are protesting for increased 
revenue for their schools.
“[W]hile we are concerned that 
the parties did not agree on fund-
ing at this time, we are encour-
aged by the statement of state 
Director of the Budget Mujica in 
the Governor’s press conference 
last night that the state would 
address the funding issue once 
the contracts are settled,” CUNY 
Chancellor James Milliken said in 
a statement.
During an April 7 Baruch fac-
ulty senate’s plenary meeting, it 
was made apparent that there is a 
lot of dissatisfaction among profes-
sors. A survey conducted by faculty 
members concluded that 42 per-
cent of Baruch faculty and staff  are 
unhappy about the salary they re-
ceived, listing it as the worst aspect 
of working at Baruch.
Glenn Petersen was a chair of 
Baruch’s chapter of PSC-CUNY 
and remains one of its leaders. 
During the April 7 meeting, Pe-
tersen “raised the issue of how 
the senate and its members might 
advise faculty, especially junior 
faculty, about how to deal with the 
possibility of a strike.”
“It was clear that no one wanted 
to consider the issue, at least in 
that open forum. Most of the Ba-
ruch faculty I’ve spoken with are 
stunned, and at this point have no 
sense of how we should respond,” 
Petersen said in an email.
Nonetheless, Dornbaum hopes 
that by next year there will be a 
more unifi ed front on the issue of 
tuition freeze, which would make 
the students’ voices stronger.
“When you send the legislators 
mixed messages, what are they 
supposed to do? Th ey have to fi g-
ure out what to allocate, and it’s 
tougher when there is that mixed 
message,” Dornbaum explained.
Th e fi ght against the Rational 
Tuition Plan is not yet over. Since 
lawmakers did not make any long-
term commitments to keeping tu-
ition frozen, the USS and student 
governments will have to challenge 
the government once more to keep 
the tuition at its current level.
“We have been planning the 
next steps even before the tuition 
freeze was announced,” Almonte 
said. “[USS’] main goal is to make 
public higher education a priority 
in our state budget. Th e fi rst step 
to protecting the tuition freeze is to 
continue to organize students and 
to expand our network of active 
students.”
Another thing emphasized by 
both USS and Baruch USG was the 
need for long-term commitment to 
lobbying for a tuition freeze.
“Next year’s USG and USS 
leadership need to work together 
earlier in the year,” Sourbis said. 
“Something long-term needs to 
happen, because students are 
not going to be motivated or in-
terested to fi ght for an issue that 
they have been hearing about year 
after year.”
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Unlike the previous fi ve years, CUNY tuition will not see an annual tuition increase.
 
First Lady Michelle Obama 
will deliver the commencement 
address at Th e City College of 
New York’s 170th Commence-
ment Ceremony on June 3. Th e 
ceremony will take place on the 
South Campus Great Lawn with-
in CCNY’s Harlem campus. Th e 
graduating Class of 2016 is made 
up of over 3,000 students hailing 
from one of the most diverse stu-
dent bodies in the nation. CCNY 
students have been recipients 
of Fulbright Awards, Goldwater 
Awards, Rhodes Scholarships , 
and other international and na-
tional awards.
_______________________ 
Baruch College will host the 
exhibition small works Baruch 
2016 at the Sidney Mishkin Gal-
lery from April 15 through May 
13. Th e show will feature the 
works of 120 New York regional 
artists, such as Neddi Heller, Ste-
ven White and Joe Fisher, and 
will include drawings, paintings, 
photographs, prints and relief 
sculptures. Art styles will range 
from abstract expressionism to 
surrealism to still-life composi-
tions and landscape paintings. 
Th e opening reception to the 
free exhibit will take place on 
April 14 from 6 to 8 p.m.
________________________
Th e Lehman College Chapter 
of the National Student Speech 
Language and Hearing Asso-
ciation joined forces with Bronx 
communities to honor National 
Autism Awareness Month by il-
luminating the college’s historic 
Music Building on the evening of 
April 4.  Th e display was part of 
“Light it Up Blue,” a global cam-
paign intended to bring atten-
tion to autism and autism spec-
trum disorders as well as im-
part information regarding the 
importance of early diagnosis 
and early intervention. Th e col-
lege joined several major land-
marks around the world, such 
as the Empire State Building, in 
commemorating World Autism 
Awareness Day.
________________________
A City College of New York 
student composed, recorded 
and mixed the score for Do-
menica Cameron-Scorsese’s de-
but fi lm Almost Paris, which will 
premier at the Tribeca Film Fes-
tival on April 24. Jasmin Klinger, 
a music major from Israel, is also 
credited with another song in 
the 90-minute comedy drama 
whose cast includes Michael 
Sorvino and Adrian Martinez. 
Klinger acknowledges CCNY’s 
Sonic Arts Program for prepar-
ing her to tackle the job. “Every-
thing that I’ve learned in the pro-
gram helped me tremendously 
with this project,” she said. “It’s 
an amazing program with very 
high standards and faculty that 




lege concluded a series of Wom-
en’s History Month events with 
a symposium, We Should All be 
Feminists: Feminism and Mascu-
linity in the Age of Beyoncé and 
Drake. Th e fi nal event, which 
took place on March 31, featured 
guest speakers from Brooklyn 
College, Borough of Manhattan 
Community College, the CUNY 
Central Offi  ce and Columbia 
University. Among the topics 
discussed during the sympo-
sium were feminism, gender 
equality and the challenges of 
modern masulinity through the 
lens of popular culture. 
COMPILED BY 
JONATHAN SPERLING
N e w s  B r i e f s Presidential candidates and uncontested vice-presidentsial candidates highlighted the importance of getting to know Baruch students
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Health and Wellness Center educates students on sex abuse
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Sexual Assault Awareness 
Month began on Tuesday with a 
tabling event in the Newman Ver-
tical Campus’s second fl oor lobby. 
Run by the Health and Wellness 
Center, the event educated stu-
dents on what sexual assault and 
intimate partner abuse are, how 
to recognize sexual assault and 
intimate partner abuse, and what 
may be done if one experiences 
either. 
 Th e offi  cial website for Sexual 
Assault Awareness Month reports 
that one in every fi ve women will 
be sexually assaulted in college, 
as will one in every 16 men. Th e 
Health and Wellness Center un-
derstands some of the stigma that 
sexual assault survivors face and 
wishes to teach students about 
what challenges victims face.   
 “We’re hoping to raise aware-
ness on how to identify what sexual 
assault and intimate partner vio-
lence is and how to put an end to it, 
and there’s also a stigma [surround-
ing] talking about it, so we aim to 
create an environment where we 
can openly discuss sexual assault 
issues and end this stigma that 
survivors are burdened with,” said 
Sherley Santell, acting assistant di-
rector of health and wellness. “We 
[also] want to spread awareness of 
what consent [is].” 
Some goals the Health and 
Wellness Center hopes to accom-
plish with Sexual Assault Aware-
ness Month are, “encouraging stu-
dents to pledge not to participate 
in street harassment or any kind 
of unwanted interactions and to 
reach out to as many students as 
possible throughout our events this 
month,” said Santell. 
Th e tabling promoted these 
ideas, handing out information-
al brochures, having students 
sign a pledge to seek consent in 
sexual situations and giving out 
ribbons for students to wear in 
honor of Sexual Assault Aware-
ness Month. Two Baruch students 
working for the Health and Well-
ness Center were also on hand 
at the table to answer student 
questions. 
Eileen Makak, a graphic com-
munications major and member of 
Peers Advocating Wellness Servic-
es, stressed the importance of sex-
ual assault awareness for Baruch 
students living in the Th ird Avenue 
Residence Hall.
“People believe that [Baruch] is 
strictly a commuter school, which 
isn’t true. We do have a residence 
hall. So for those residents, it’s es-
pecially important to understand 
sexual assault awareness.” 
She went on to explain that 
awareness of sexual assault was 
pertinent to all Baruch students’ 
lives, and that no one can be im-
mune to the chance of sexual 
assault. 
“In our general lives, sexual as-
sault can happen to anyone at any 
period in their life so it’s especially 
important to recognize it now … 
It’s so important to know what it 
is, how to prevent it from happen-
ing, and what to do afterward, what 
are your options, and what kind of 
routes you can take on campus and 
outside of campus.” 
Jenna Phillips, an international 
business major and fellow mem-
ber of P.A.W.S., was also available 
to answer questions at the event. 
She agreed with Makak, saying that 
awareness of sexual assault was im-
portant in the daily lives of Baruch 
students. 
  “Just knowing what sexual as-
sault is [is important], because 
some people might have been 
sexually assaulted, or might be en-
gaging in sexually assaulting some-
one else and might not even quite 
realize … so it’s really important to 
educate people and make sure that 
nobody gets hurt, and sex can be 
safe and fun,” said Phillips. 
Phillips also described the ill ef-
fects sexual assault may have on a 
victims’ psyche, pushing them into 
depression. 
“We want to make sure that 
people know there are resources 
out there [to help them]. Th ere’s 
support for them.”   
Sexual Assault Awareness 
Month at Baruch is being sup-
ported in part by the Day One 
campaign, an organization the 
Health and Wellness Center has 
been working with in preparation 
for the coming events. Day One is 
dedicated to “help[ing] young peo-
ple recognize signs of abusive re-
lationships, so that they can make 
healthier choices from day one 
of dating.” 
Th e table’s brochures were cre-
ated by Day One, with topics like 
intimate partner violence, sexual 
assault and consent all being 
covered. 
One brochure called, “What is 
Sexual Assault,” provided the defi -
nitions of each term, as well as a 
clear set of criteria on what could 
constitute as sexual assault and 
statutory rape. 
It repeated multiple times that 
the victim of sexual assault is never 
at fault, and the brochure ended 
with helpful guidelines if one is 
sexually assaulted. Th ose guide-
lines include calling the NYPD 
Special Victims hotline and going 
to a medical facility immediately. 
A second brochure, “Safe on 
Campus,” discussed sexual as-
sault in a campus setting. It ex-
plained the diff erent modes of 
dating abuse and how one might 
involve a college in stopping it, 
whether that be talking to a cam-
pus counselor or going to Campus 
Safety.      
Th e P.A.W.S. students also gave 
out fl iers outlining how the month 
was going to progress, with diff er-
ent workshops and events hap-
pening in honor of sexual assault 
awareness all throughout April. 
Th roughout this month, the 
Health and Wellness Center seeks 
to establish a conversation within 
the Baruch community surround-
ing sexual assault and hopes to 
better educate the student body at 
large on how consent is paramount 
to these issues. 
BIANCA MONTEIRO | THE TICKER
Proceeds from teal ribbon sales went to Day One, an organization that educates youth on ways to end dating abuse.
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But that does not excuse those who will be charged with overseeing 
a $2 million budget from respecting the responsibility that will be be-
stowed upon them. Th at is $2 million of student money, and USG is the 
representative voice of the student population. 
With the commuter school label Baruch College so proverbially 
bears comes a combination of dejection over dwindling student in-
volvement in on-campus activities, unbridled optimism about how this 
situation could be improved and, like any politicized issue, a minority 
of more moderate views squeezed between the extremes. But no matter 
where reality actually lies, at the forefront of pro-student life activism 
has always been and will always be USG, the governing body of elected 
student leaders who often tout their responsibility to, among many oth-
er things, improve student life—that is, fi nd ways to increase student 
interest in on-campus activities and events and foster school spirit.
If USG candidates cannot demonstrate their vigor or interest in what 
they are volunteering their time for, then how can voters be sure USG’s 
enthusiasm and presence will metastasize in time for the next threat of 
tuition hikes? How will heavily contested elections return to the USG 
election cycle if the paragon of student outreach is a Skype call? 
During the 2016 USG debates, candidates spoke a lot about reaching 
out to students on a one-on-one basis, toning down on-campus, mass 
physical presence. While that is all well and good, the student popula-
tion at-large needs to see and hear from who is running. 
It may very well be that students running for offi  ce are busy, that they 
are showing their enthusiasm and spending their energy elsewhere in 
club life; but, the fact still remains that Baruch Believes is running on a 
platform wanting to “Reach, Relate, Inspire.” It wants to focus on hearing 
what students want from their USG. “What do you believe?,” their fl iers 
read. Th ese soon-to-be elected offi  cials say they are carried by the noble 
idea of running a USG motivated by the input of constituents. We are 
bothered by the fact that you are running unopposed, but we are both-
ered more that we are not seeing enough of or hearing enough from you.
We, at Th e Ticker, believe in a student government that engages with 
the student population. We believe in student outreach, where political 
leaders and candidates speak with students and hear what they have to 
say. We believe in a student government that addresses the needs and 
concerns of its constituents and makes itself available to students so 
that even those disinterested in student life know what student govern-
ment is about. We believe that a no-contest election should not result in 
lackadaisical eff ort to reach out to students. 
You asked what we believe.
FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD
USG elections have lost their way
BIANCA MONTEIRO | THE TICKER
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t is astonishing that discrimina-
tion against LGBTQ groups still 
exists in one of the most pro-
gressive countries in the world. Th e 
United States, however, has always 
been behind in representing the 
queer community. 
Th e Supreme Court only legal-
ized gay marriage last year, which 
is a decade past its legalization in 
other countries such as Canada. So 
any forms of legislation that hin-
der this progress should be dealt 
with swiftly by the communities in 
which they exist. 
Disney, though, has decided to 
stop asking questions and instead 
took action against those who try to 
keep us in the dark ages. Th e com-
pany has threatened to stop fi lm-
ing in Georgia if the governor signs 
a controversial “religious liberty” 
bill, also referred to as the Free 
Exercise Protection Act.
 Th is action would severely crip-
ple Georgia’s fi lm industry, which 
has taken off  in recent years due 
to tax incentives off ered to studios, 
which help off set actor salaries. 
California’s fi lm tax credit program 
does not off er these incentives, 
and many studios have fl ocked to 
the Peach State, AMC’s Th e Walk-
ing Dead being the most notable 
show fi lmed there. In 2015 alone, 
248 fi lm and television productions 
were shot in Georgia. Production in 
Georgia that year totaled to about 
$1.7 billion in spending.
Th e passing of the bill would 
allow religious offi  cials and faith-
based organizations to deny ser-
vices that violate a “sincerely held 
religious belief.” Supporters of the 
bill say that it would allow offi  cials 
to legally deny the rights of queer 
people because their beliefs peg 
them as sinners. Disney has indi-
cated that although the company 
is currently fi lming Guardians of 
the Galaxy 2 in Georgia, it plans to 
move its business to new locations 
if these discriminatory practices 
become state law. Georgia law-
makers passed the bill already, but 
Gov. Nathan Deal has until May 3 
to sign it.
Th e entire situation brings up 
the notion of separation of church 
and state. It amplifi es the signifi -
cance of the Establishment Clause 
and Free Exercise Clause of our 
First Amendment that reads, “Con-
gress shall make no law respect-
ing an establishment of religion, 
or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof.” 
Th ese clauses were created 
to ensure that religious freedom 
could exist in our country. But what 
about the opposite? What about a 
law limiting the power of religious 
communities to ensure that the 
freedoms of those they oppose are 
not compromised?
Separation of church and state 
should go both ways because con-
fl icts always have more than one 
side to them and no side should 
ever be favored over the other 
if fairness and justice exist in 
our country. 
It is even explored in Disney’s 
Zootopia. Th e fi lm has a scene in 
which an elephant that happens 
to be a business owner refuses to 
serve a customer because of his 
right to deny service to those he 
deems unworthy, who, in this case, 
is the “shady” fox. Even a children’s 
movie acknowledges the discrimi-
nation that abounds in the United 
States and around the world. 
It does not matter whether it is 
religious, cultural, racial or gen-
der discrimination. Negative bias 
should not factor into any kind of 
professional development. Every-
one has the right to believe in what 
they want and do what they want 
with their personal life because 
that is their prerogative. Th at is 
their freedom. 
It should not bleed over into 
professional life and get in the way 
of how anyone treats their custom-
ers. If negative biases are factored 
into the professional atmosphere, 
personal freedom is the value that 
is inhibited.
While other studios have been 
silent on the issue so far, the fact 
that one of the world’s largest en-
tertainment companies is lead-
ing this charge could leave rip-
pling eff ects on the industry and 
make waves in support of the 
LGBTQ community, hopefully 
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n education advocacy group 
is pushing for legislation that 
rewards teachers who stay 
at New York state public schools 
not up to par with academic 
performances. 
Th is reward is just a thinly veiled 
bribe, a monetary incentive that 
eliminates the need for teachers to 
remain true to their profession. 
Th e plan in place intends to al-
locate $30 million to run a “pilot 
incentive program,” which would 
keep the better teachers in the 
worst schools around the state. 
Th e teachers who are asked to 
teach at low-performing schools 
are distinguished by past students’ 
test grades. 
In order to receive the extra 
money, teachers would have to 
agree to stay in the school for at 
least three years. Th e “good” teach-
ers themselves should not receive 
extra money to stay. One obvious 
problem with this plan is that some 
teachers who are deemed “good” 
at their jobs would be receiving 
more pay than some of the other 
teachers in that school. Th is salary 
imbalance could potentially create 
a lot of tension inside and outside 
of the classroom among teachers. 
Th ese disputes could then disrupt 
the learning process for many kids 
since some teachers who do not re-
ceive the extra cash would be more 
prone to slack off  at their jobs. 
Even advocates of this plan 
would have to admit that it could 
only be benefi cial for so long. After 
a few years, the $30 million will not 
be enough. When the “good” teach-
ers see they have leverage, they will 
most likely demand more. Gener-
ally, if someone sees a person as a 
valuable resource and has invested 
a lot of money to maintain his or 
her presence in the past, that per-
son is more likely to continue in 
the future. 
Th is is not to say that all teach-
ers are greedy or driven by mon-
ey. Th ere are many teachers who 
would teach regardless of incen-
tives because they value their pro-
fession and want to have an im-
pact. Th is plan, however, cannot 
function in the long term. Th is plan 
could lead to a complete overhaul 
and reformation of all New York 
public schools, but its functionality 
and ethics are shaky. 
If you go into the teaching pro-
fession, you should not be do-
ing it just so you can teach at the 
best schools. 
It is expected that you care about 
the kids you teach in any classroom 
and that you carry through with 
your responsibilities as an educator 
and remain in your position, even 
when the going gets tough. 
Kids in low-performing schools 
need good teachers, but they also 
deserve teachers who are there 
simply because they care, not be-
cause they are receiving monetary 
incentives. It is especially not fair 
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Th e newly uncovered Panama Papers is one of the biggest document 
leaks in the history of investigative journalism.
Th e 11.5 million documents were taken from a Panamanian law fi rm, 
Mossack Fonseca. An anonymous source delivered the documents to a 
German newspaper named Suddeutsche Zeitung, which shared it with 
reporters from over 100 global news organizations. 
Th e documents named high-ranking government offi  cials, includ-
ing current world leaders and businessmen. Iceland’s Prime Minister 
Sigmundur Gunnlaugsson was forced to step down as a result.
Leaks of this scope usually have serious repercussions; the fact that 
people are bringing politicians like Gunnlaugsson to justice shows that 
investigative reporting still has the power to make real change. 
If there is one lesson for universities to learn from this case, it is that 
investigative reporting is still a skill worth learning, as those are the sto-
ries that bring about major changes in the society. Moreover, collabora-
tive journalistic eff orts are worth the time and eff ort. With the recent 
launch of DatelineCUNY, a cross-campus undergraduate journalism 
platform, it could be time for CUNY to see collaborative, investigative 
reporting of its own.
Collaborative journalism prevails
Disney takes strides in the LGBTQ community by refusing to fi lm in Georgia while unfair laws are in eff ect
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When news of the Panama Pa-
pers broke, there was much shame 
but little surprise in the revela-
tions. Th at governments and busi-
ness people funnel money into tax 
havens via shell companies with 
extremely complex structures is at 
this point a platitude. Perhaps we 
only underestimated the extent to 
which the practice permeated the 
system. Unraveling the structures, 
though, was always the diffi  culty 
in isolating these shell companies. 
While the practice is not necessari-
ly illegal—shell companies are just 
an incorporated entity without any 
tangible assets—they are evidently 
used to cover criminal tracks. 
It is so disconcerting that these 
shell companies were used for ne-
farious things like shirking trillions 
of dollars in corporate tax dues or 
obscuring paper trails for terror-
ist organizations. Obviously, the 
money had to come from some-
where, but that it was done using 
the international banking infra-
structure speaks volumes about 
the integrity of that system. Th e ae-
gis for these activities was regula-
tors turning a blind eye, not the ex-
tent to which their activities were 
concealed. Whether this is an in-
stance of regulatory capture is still 
to be seen, but their failure to keep 
track of and investigate trillions 
of dollars that were unaccounted 
for is emblematic of the failures of 
modern banking. 
Foreign direct investment en-
tails a company or entity in one 
country investing directly into 
a company or entity in another 
country, usually one in which the 
investing entity owns a part of the 
investee. Th e Panama Papers re-
veals that cash fl ows from wealthy 
business people and corporations 
into developing or underdevel-
oped nations are rarely done fairly 
and with decency. Th e existence of 
shell companies that are incorpo-
rated in these developing nations, 
namely Panama, makes these illic-
it cash fl ows, in a technical sense, 
foreign direct investment. Foreign 
direct investment is celebrated as 
a globalizing force for developing 
nations, because it is a direct injec-
tion of capital into a country or re-
gion that otherwise would not have 
access to it. An often used example 
is Coca Cola investing in factories 
in Africa, bringing jobs, benefi ts 
and a general improvement of wel-
fare with it. While Coca Cola saves 
money by keeping labor costs 
low, the communities share in the 
wealth. Foreign direct investment 
is in essence a macro-scale version 
of trickle down economics. 
But therein lies the problem. 
Wealth disparity in America is evi-
dence enough that trickle down 
economics is at best counterpro-
ductive and at worst a sham prop-
agated by the wealthy to maintain 
their wealth with little regard for 
the rest of society. Th at American 
corporations like Walmart can 
skate by paying pennies on the 
dollar in taxes annually speaks 
to the dysfunction of the system. 
Some may argue that this is a re-
sult of high taxes, in that it incen-
tivizes these companies to search 
for loopholes and evade their tax 
dues. But if their intention was 
to not pay these taxes and maxi-
mize profi ts, the corporate tax 
rate would be irrelevant anyway. 
If anything, larger corporations 
with bargaining power have an 
incentive to maintain this system, 
because they profi t more in the 
dysfunction. 
To relate this to the Panama 
Papers, consider why it took an 
internal leak from Mossack Fon-
seca to reveal the extent to which 
the fi nancial system is corrupted. 
Corruption like this rarely hap-
pens without extensive shield-
ing. Mossack Fonseca is not the 
only fi rm that incorporates shell 
companies, and people like the 
former Icelandic prime minister 
and relatives of Vladimir Putin 
are not the only ones hiding their 
cash holdings abroad. Th e types 
of people involved with fi rms like 
Mossack Fonseca are one in the 
same with those who celebrate 
foreign direct investment as any-
thing more than a cost cutting or 
tax-evading scheme. 
While capital fl ow is vital to 
the development of these coun-
tries, the Panama leaks are further 
proof that it is not done on their 
terms—even in their favor. Th e 
investing companies profi t on bro-
ken systems, which do not discern 
between illegitimate exchange and 
ethical business practice. Many of 
these nations, like Panama, lan-
guish in corrupt or broken govern-
mental systems and rarely do the 
people of these countries reap the 
benefi ts of foreign investment. 
In short, the Panama Papers are 
revelatory of the deep-seated greed 
embedded in the global fi nancial 
system that begets and propagates 
inequality. Increased taxes and 
regulations are not the answer, nor 
is a free-market solution. An entire 
billion-dollar industry is propped 
up by the incentive to deceive and 
subvert responsibility. We must in-
centivize responsible action on the 
part of corporations, not punish 
what they can easily escape.
Chewing tobacco regulations have to go
F
orty-four New York City 
Council members decided 
it was a just idea to ban 
smokeless tobacco at ticketed 
sporting events. It is a small drop 
in a huge bucket, but that does 
not mean that I am not infuriated 
by it.
Smokeless tobacco, also known 
as chewing tobacco, has long been 
a staple of baseball. Players pack 
the tobacco in their mouths and 
chew it. Th en they spit out their 
brown saliva in a cup. Compa-
nies have marketed this type of 
tobacco to consumers as a safer 
alternative to regular tobacco, 
like cigarettes. 
Th e American Cancer Society 
does state clearly on its website 
that it is “less lethal than smoking 
tobacco.” However, it also states 
that overall, chewing tobacco 
will yield about the same amount 
of nicotine as regular smoking 
tobacco, along with at least 30 
chemicals that are carcinogenic. 
Affi  liation with tobacco, wheth-
er it develops due to health reasons 
or personal reasons, does not give 
anyone the right to coerce others 
through governmental force to fol-
low their line of thinking. 
People can make arguments 
about how cigarette smoking 
can have negative eff ects on oth-
ers through secondhand smoke, 
but chewing tobacco does not 
hurt anyone except those using 
it. Chewing tobacco can lead to 
various forms of cancer, but that is 
the choice and risk the individual 
makes on their own. 
It is a victimless crime, if any-
one can even consider it a crime. 
Nobody can dictate what goes 
into someone else’s body, un-
der the condition that it does not 
hurt anyone else. Chewing to-
bacco is no exception; it is merely 
a replay of former Mayor Michael 
Bloomberg’s soda ban. 
Although I do not personally 
have any affi  liation with smoke-
less tobacco, I still believe that this 
decision should be entirely up to 
the individual. 
Th ere is also the argument that 
Major League Baseball players 
who chew tobacco during games 
and on camera infl uence youth 
negatively to copy their actions. 
Although this might be true in a 
sense, whose job is it to dictate 
what a good role model looks like? 
It is certainly not one of the basic 
functions of our government. It is 
the job of the parent or the teacher 
to shape youth positively, and ex-
plain that smoking and chewing 
tobacco are bad for their health. 
Athletes should aspire to posi-
tively infl uence the youth that 
look up to  them, but we should 
not force them to infl uence them 
through laws and regulations. 
In regards to this law working, 
New York Yankees outfi elder Car-
los Beltran said, “If you do it, make 
sure you do it in a place where no 
one sees you. If you do it, make 
sure you do it somewhere where 
there are no cameras around.” 
Even a professional baseball player 
admitted that players will attempt 
to dodge this law, similar to how 
most laws that outlaw nonviolent 
actions are evaded. 
While the MLB players may be 
able to deal with fi nes from New 
York City and the MLB when they 
are caught chewing tobacco in up-
coming seasons, it is the fan who 
gets caught chewing tobacco at a 
sports venue who is really hurt fi -
nancially by this law. 
Th ere is no need to pun-
ish someone minding their own 
business at a sporting event with 
arbitrary laws and unnecessary 
fi nes. In addition, this is not a 
small fi ne. 
In other cities such as Boston, 
Chicago and Los Angeles, fi nes 
have been known to exceed $100 
per off ense, which may amount to 
more than the price of a whole day 
out at the ballpark.
However, what concerns me, 
and what led me to pen this piece 
are the abhorrent measures that 
our legislators would go to in order 
to encroach upon our freedoms. I 
am not as surprised as I am disap-
pointed by this measure. 
Th is is just an extension of the 
extra laws enforced in New York 
City that only enable govern-
ment control while restricting 
freedoms. 
Like the saying goes, the road to 
hell is paved with good intentions. 
-Andrew Windsor
Pol. Sci. ’19
Panama Papers unveil wealth gaps
Government legislators have created laws that unfairly deny athletes the right to use smokeless tobacco 
T
he appeal to Donald Trump 
has always been his show-
manship, a mode of speak-
ing that everyone can understand. 
It is his rhetoric, that bedrock of 
any college English class, which 
drives the massive crowds to his 
rallies. What he has said, as loudly 
as possible, is worrying. Th rough 
this circus of an election, he has 
called for Mexico to pay for the 
building of a border wall, the os-
tracizing of Muslims in the United 
States and, in a recent interview 
on MSNBC, stated that not only 
should abortion be made illegal 
but also women who get abortions 
should be penalized. He quickly 
recanted his statement, but the 
pattern is telling. Trump sees his 
voters as marks, and he wants to 
make himself look just like the 
people he imagines he represents.
Trump preys on irrational fears, 
on boogeymen created by media 
panics and subsequently thriving 
off  of that very same media. Th e 
most powerful boogeyman cre-
ated, however, is his voters. While 
we hear about disasters at Trump 
rallies coalescing with arrests, vio-
lence and bigotry, there is a failure 
of realization that these rallies are 
made up of people. It is easy, and 
maybe even entertaining, to lump 
them into a category of other. Th ey 
are all racist, xenophobic, misogy-
nistic, undereducated, gun-loving 
terrors, one might say. Th e sad 
truth is only that they are what ev-
eryone else is—angry.
Anger is direct and worry-
ingly powerful. Th ere is anger to-
ward the political machine that 
brings to mind the Gilded Age. 
Th ere is anger toward the media 
that drowns the voices of those 
in need, and that is where people 
like Trump get their power. When 
the media makes fun of him, he 
need only tell his supporters that 
it is how it is, and that he will be 
able to represent their voices. In a 
funhouse mirror of identity, when 
Trump is insulted, his voters see 
that as an insult to them. After all, 
a representative is supposed to be 
just that, a refl ection and ideation 
of his constituents.
Th e anti-establishment themes 
of this election cycle have created 
unusual upstarts, namely Bernie 
Sanders on the left and Trump 
on the right, but Trump even be-
ing a successful candidate came 
as a sign to some. Someone who 
may be considered the establish-
ment itself is being seen as a way 
in—someone who can break the 
perpetual cycle of money and in-
fl uence erasing the voices of the 
people. While a defector from the 
other side is an appealing imag-
ining, that is all it is at the end of 
the day, an imagining. Trump 
has mythologized himself into 
the workingman’s successful yet 
understanding boss who wants 
your support.
Trump, however, would not 
support the voter. If a former auto-
assembly lineman were to run for 
the presidency, Trump would not 
vote for him or her. His idea of 
the perfect candidate is someone 
who would let him do whatever he 
wants without reproach. Whether 
this is defrauding students, or 
pulling in cheap laborers without 
green cards, or even enabling the 
moralist diatribes he so lovingly 
espouses but may not even believe 
in, the man he votes for will not be 
a refl ection of the average Ameri-
can. He will be another Trump, 
presumably with all the failures 




People who identify with Trump are being encouraged to step up THE POLITICKER
STEPHEN ELLIOTT
F
or the past decade or so, Ba-
ruch College’s calendar has 
set aside a week for Ethics 
Week. Th is year it took place be-
tween March 28 and April 2.
Th e program hinges on three 
aspects that complement one an-
other: classroom discussions as 
they relate to specifi c subjects dis-
ciplines, debates participating un-
dergraduate students and special 
events featuring invited guests.
In past years, Ethics Week of-
fered a student workshop on 
“Ethical Source Use.” A panel dis-
cussion on academic integrity and 
another on “Maintaining Ethics 
in Profi t Driven Enterprises” were 
also off ered. In addition, the Val-
lone series prompted a discussion 
on ethics and government, hosted 
by former speaker of the New York 
City Council Peter Vallone.
At the end of Ethics Week, Ba-
ruch awards the Abraham J. Britlof 
Prizes in Ethics of $1,500 to a fac-
ulty member and $500 to a student 
whose essay, article, op-ed, book 
or website, published in a “tradi-
tionally scholarly setting,” illus-
trates the application of ethics.
Th is year, due to lack of suf-
fi cient funding, the program has 
been reduced to its basic nuts 
and bolts. Ethics Week this year 
emphasized the oft-stated goals 
of ethical awareness and ethical 
decision-making. It hardly made 
a ripple in the hustle and bustle of 
student life. If there were any dis-
cussions, they passed without the 
high-minded seriousness needed 
to inspire change.
Of the nearly 18,000 students 
who are enrolled, it is highly ques-
tionable that much of the student 
population has even heard of Eth-
ics Week, let alone participated in 
its activities. Unless it was in a class 
of philosophy, business or journal-
ism, it is doubtful any passionate 
discussion of ethics took place.
Th ere was no body of student 
debaters who chewed over the 
problem of ethics in the classroom 
with any emotion that required 
more than just mild thought.
Ethics Week does not go for the 
jugular in ethics. Judging by the po-
lite programs of the past, no distin-
guished speaker of panel tackled 
the glaring lack of scruples in Wall 
Street, or considered why invest-
ment bankers or corporate pollut-
ers hide behind “nolo contendere,” 
not admitting guilt, although they 
do not blink in shelling out billions 
in damages. No banker involved in 
the 2008 meltdown went to jail, for 
example, but that was not brought 
up during the discussions.
Ethics Week cuts its sails to the 
leeward, looking for a safe port in 
any ethical brouhaha. Its subjects 
are hardly daring; safety is sought 
in the high walls of the university. 
It is in shame that a dissenter 
has the boldness to probe myths, 
interrogate institutional preroga-
tives and disturb the complacency 
of the powerful. In brief, Ethics 
Week is crafted, endorsed and 
subsidized to maintain the status 
quo.
Baruch students have a good 
idea of ethical behavior without 
having to be part of the Boy Scouts 
of America. Ethics Week does not 
aff ect them to a large extent. And 
the country’s leaders hardly off er 
any encouraging examples of what 
it means to be ethical. In a chaotic 
world, students have to hew their 
own path to avoid the muck and 
mire of a cynical world.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism
Ethics Week proves futile
Students already know the basic principles that Ethics Week boasts
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Affi  liation with tobacco, whether it develops due to health 
reasons or personal reasons, does not give anyone the right 
to coerce others through governmental force to follow their 
line of thinking.
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The minimum wage needs to be raised to support the quality of life
C
alifornia is currently mov-
ing toward what has been 
called an audacious plan to 
raise the state’s minimum wage to 
$15 per hour by 2022. Minimum 
wage increases throughout his-
tory have drawn the ire of con-
servatives and the support of the 
general population.
Th e reason Californian legisla-
tors are pushing for this change 
may have something to do with 
the fact that California has a high 
level of poverty, with 17 percent 
of its citizens currently below the 
poverty line. Notwithstanding, the 
rest of the United States’ overall 
poverty rate of 14.8 percent should 
be noted.
As it turns out, the eff ect of a 
minimum wage increase on busi-
nesses is not as black and white as 
opponents purport. A minimum 
wage hike would clearly improve 
the purchasing power of low-
income workers. Th is would lift 
the revenue of businesses in gen-
eral due to consumers’ increased 
willingness to spend caused by 
the boost in income. In addition, 
the turnover rate of employees in 
businesses would decrease, re-
ducing costs for businesses and 
saving them money to off set the 
wage increase. 
Most people also tend to over-
look the fact that in the year 2022, 
when $15 per hour is to be fully 
implemented, projected infl ation 
rates will make that wage to be 
around $13 per hour in today’s dol-
lars. Th is puts into perspective the 
proposal’s real impact, and how 
it is not as radical as opponents 
make it out to be in comparison 
to California’s current minimum 
wage of $10 per hour.
A minimum wage increase 
should be executed logically and 
conditionally. Th ere should be ex-
emptions to businesses that can 
prove fi nancial diffi  culty. Another 
step to crawl up to $15 per hour 
is to reduce the wage increase in 
locations where real estate prices 
are lower, thereby making the frac-
tion of wages in a business’ total 
costs higher. It would also be ben-
efi cial to reduce it in areas with-
out tourist industries to absorb 
the impact better. Th ankfully, the 
legislation does have some protec-
tion against unexpected events, 
allowing the governor to pause 
the process in the event of an eco-
nomic downturn or a state budget 
complication. 
It also delays the schedule of 
increases by one year for busi-
nesses with fewer than 26 workers. 
Th ese are intelligent elements of 
the legislation that make it robust 
and fl exible, but there could be 
more. Regardless, in a state where 
nearly a fi fth of its citizens are 
living below the poverty thresh-
old, a dynamic approach such as 
this one is reasonable, justifi able 
and commendable.
We need to increase the mini-
mum wage so that hardworking 
Americans are not wallowing in 
poverty, even after working exor-
bitant hours every week. 
Th e quality of life in this coun-
try should rise proportionally to its 
overall wealth, and we must take 
any steps that we can to address 
poverty in the United States with 
tenacity. We ought to ask ourselves 
by how much we can increase the 
minimum wage so that the most 
people benefi t from it without 
negatively impacting the econo-
my. I see no reason to fear $15 per 




Netfl ix betrays net neutrality position
S
upposedly prompted by the 
desire to help its clients curb 
their data usage, Netfl ix has 
admitted to intentionally slow-
ing down its streaming for certain 
mobile carriers, mainly AT&T and 
Verizon. Th is process, also referred 
to as throttling, violates the issued 
statutes of net neutrality. 
Netfl ix justifi ed its actions and 
said that they were trying to look 
out for their customers, who would 
be charged more if they went over 
their data limits. Th e global enter-
tainment provider has disclosed 
that it has been slowing down 
speeds for both AT&T and Verizon 
for half a decade. 
Sprint and T-Mobile users 
do not get fi nancially penalized 
when they go over their data lim-
its. Rather, these carriers just cre-
ate lags in their services as their 
users go over their plan. AT&T 
and Verizon, on the other hand, 
charge their users more once the 
allotted monthly data limit has 
been breached. In a shy eff ort to 
rescue its clients of these incur-
ring charges, Netfl ix took matters 
into its own hands and deliber-
ately reduced the speed at which 
the plethora of binge-worthy 
entertainment runs.  
Th e issue seeps with controver-
sy and backlash, as Netfl ix has not 
revealed to any of its clients, whose 
mobile carriers are either AT&T or 
Verizon, that it has been slowing 
down their streaming. Th e case 
also seems highly incredulous due 
to the fact that Netfl ix has openly 
asserted its support and advocacy 
for net neutrality laws. Netfl ix, at 
one point, led a fi ght with the Fed-
eral Communications Commis-
sion to push for and adopt strong 
net neutrality laws. 
Net neutrality laws call for 
equal Internet speed for all cus-
tomers, regardless of their abil-
ity to pay more for better service. 
Th e verdict of the FCC was that 
the Internet was a “public utility,” 
and its speeds should not be de-
termined by the amount of money 
that is available for continued, 
adequate service. 
It is completely degrading that 
Netfl ix has taken active strides 
to reduce the bills of their cus-
tomers without their consent 
and approval. 
In a more relatable scenario, 
the situation can be equated to 
that of a parent who has been cur-
tailing the number of texts his fully 
grown-up child could send before 
being charged extraneous fi nes—
it brims with parental guidance. 
It is vexing that Netfl ix feels the 
need to intervene in their custom-
ers’ aff airs rather than trust them 
to manage their own lives with a 
steady hand. 
It also seems completely arbi-
trary for a company like Netfl ix to 
want to comb through their clients’ 
phone bills to make sure they are 
not going over their data limits. It 
has been suggested that the ulte-
rior motive behind the move to 
babysit data usage stemmed from 
the fear that customers would 
unsubscribe from Netfl ix if their 
phone bills rose. Regardless of 
the reason Netfl ix had, it is unac-
ceptable and dishonest. Netfl ix 
felt entitled to protect its earnings 
at any cost, even if it meant swin-
dling and duping certain groups of 
people underhandedly. 
Perhaps the shock factor origi-
nated mostly from the hypoc-
risy that Netfl ix exhibited with 
this action. 
Since Netfl ix outwardly sup-
ported net neutrality, users and 
competitors would have natu-
rally assumed that they provided 
the same services for everyone, 
regardless of any potential dif-
ferences that existed among 
its participants. 
Netfl ix should have antici-
pated a harsher reaction as a 
consequence to its decision to 
limit streaming speed for some of 
its subscribers. 
It seems as though Netfl ix 
thought that a mere apology would 
suffi  ce for its unfair misdemeanor. 
Th e lines, however, between Netf-
lix’s violation and the regulations 
of the new FCC net neutrality laws 
are practically nonexistent. 
Since the laws apply only to 
Internet service providers, Net-
fl ix is technically and lawfully 
not at fault, but the moral prin-
ciple should still govern the path 
Netfl ix takes in order to stay at 
the top.
Although Netfl ix is not likely to 
receive any sort of consequence 
that reaches past the typical “slap 
on the hand” in its severity, the is-
sue has been highly publicized and 
has evolved into something that 
questions how the combination of 
morality and integrity is incorpo-
rated into major companies. Right-
ly so, Netfl ix’s actions have caused 
many clients fueled by ire to cast 
elements of distrust and skepti-
cism that are directed toward 
the company. 
Th e instant and heated reaction 
that accompanied Netfl ix’s dis-
closure has urged the company to 
respond by leveling out its speeds 
for all its customers. Netfl ix has 
agreed to stop patrolling its cli-
ents’ data usage and will allow 
them to maintain full control of the 




AT&T and Verizon customers have been denied faster streams even though Netfl ix supports net neutrality
A wage hike would help
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After weeks of negotiating, Tai-
wanese factory operator Th e Fox-
conn Trading Group has settled 
a $3.5 billion deal with the Sharp 
Corporation, earning the former 
a 66 percent stake in the Japanese 
screen company.
Foxconn, founded in Taiwan in 
1974 by Terry Gou, fi rst functioned 
as a maker of televisions. It then 
transitioned into an electronics 
manufacturer and generated more 
than $100 billion in annual revenue 
by making tools for other compa-
nies. In the 1990s, due to extreme 
popularity and a rapid increase 
in sales, Foxconn became the 
world’s largest contract electronics 
manufacturer at the time, creating 
products for Dell, Sony, Motorola, 
Nintendo, Nokia and, in more re-
cent years, Apple and HP. To ac-
commodate all the orders, Gou 
built new and larger factories in 
China, culminating in the city-size 
Longhua plant in Shenzhen, near 
Hong Kong.
At the Longhua complex, Fox-
conn coordinates more than 
100,000 workers assembling de-
vices in daily and nightly shifts. In 
order to accommodate the major-
ity of workers who would work in 
the factory around the clock, the 
company developed recreation fa-
cilities for the campus. Th is shows 
the dedication of the company to 
increase its supply through every 
eff ort possible. Foxconn even de-
signed a kitchen table to churn out 
the volume of food necessary to 
feed tens of thousands of workers 
each day.
One of the devices the company 
devotes the majority of its time to 
developing is the iPhone. Employ-
ing hundreds of thousands of work-
ers at vast facilities in mainland 
China, Foxconn developed a way to 
assemble the iPhone at a cost low 
enough that middle-class Ameri-
cans could aff ord it. Th e corpora-
tion off ered low profi t margins; 
however, the work polished Fox-
conn’s fi nancial results and solidi-
fi ed its status as the world’s largest 
maker of hardware for companies 
like Apple and Sony.
According to Foxconn, the de-
cision to purchase Sharp was in-
tended to make the former a more 
attractive partner for Apple. Th is is 
supported by the fact that the U.S. 
technology giant utilizes Sharp 
screens in the touchscreen phones 
the company promotes. Th e acqui-
sition gives Foxconn a fi rm grip in 
the dealings between the two com-
panies and much more control in 
the manufacturing of products.
Additionally, the deal provides 
many returns for Foxconn as the 
company emphasizes its increased 
scale model. Foxconn has been av-
idly searching during recent years 
for ways it can cut costs through 
a multitude of media; it has even 
invested in the auto industry.  By 
acquiring Sharp, the company no 
longer needs to search for screen 
makers to supply clear screens 
for its products—it now controls 
the process.
Foxconn has also expanded into 
potentially more lucrative busi-
nesses in manufacturing, opening 
plants that produce new technol-
ogy like batteries for electric cars. 
Th e company has created incuba-
tors to assist in hardware start-ups.
In a statement released by Gou, 
the Foxconn CEO explained, “We 
have much that we want to achieve 
and I am confi dent that we will un-
lock Sharp’s true potential and to-
gether reach great heights.” 
Foxconn believes acquiring 
Sharp allows the company to better 
its value by manufacturing smart-
phone screens, which are noted to 
be the most expensive components 
in mobile devices.
Although Foxconn’s revenue 
has been steady due to the boom-
ing orders for less-expensive 
Chinese-branded smartphones, 
increased competition from China-
based suppliers has been a con-
cern highlighted by analysts. Th is 
is furthered by the fact that Apple 
has given orders for iPhone as-
sembly to Pegatron, another Tai-
wan-based contract manufacturer, 
for the purpose of diversifying its 
supply chain.
Th e fi rst problem that Foxconn 
grapples in its acquisition is add-
ing a business that has faced some 
troublesome numbers within the 
past year. According to its reported 
revenue, Sharp estimated an oper-
ating loss of around 170 billion yen, 
or $1.52 billion, for the fi scal year 
ending this month, due to weaker 
smartphone panel sales in China. 
Because of this, the purchase price 
of the company was $2 billion low-
er than a deal the two sides struck 
just last month. Th is was noted 
after Sharp disclosed the poten-
tial for approximately $3 billion 
in liabilities.
A second trouble that Foxconn 
faces in its annexation of the com-
pany is the present status of the 
Chinese market. China has report-
ed increased labor costs of as much 
as 13 percent.
As a result of these problems, 
Foxconn is avidly trying to con-
tinue maintaining the effi  ciency 
of its production base and fi nd 
more profi table streams of rev-
enue. However, as a factory model 
in China, a country that boasted a 
fi scal defi cit this year of 3 percent 
gross domestic product, there is a 
lot of work to be done. Foxconn has 





Th e Robert Zicklin Center for 
Corporate Integrity and Corpo-
rate Communication International 
hosted a discussion and panel led 
by author and Boston University 
professor Dick Martin last week as 
part of Ethics Week at Baruch Col-
lege. Th e event sought to answer 
the question, “Are ethics and public 
relations mutually exclusive, like 
ethical embezzlement?”
Martin is currently a professor 
of public relations at Boston Uni-
versity. He has authored books fi ve 
books, including titles such as Re-
building Brand America and Pub-
lic Relations Ethics: How to Prac-
tice PR Without Losing Your Soul.
He did, however, emphasize that 
he has never worked as a public 
relations professional.
Th is year, Ethics Week was held 
from Tuesday, March 29 to Th urs-
day, March 31, with a culminating 
public event held the following 
Tuesday, April 5. Ethics Week also 
marks the announcement of the 
winners of the Abraham J. Briloff  
Prizes in Ethics, which are “intend-
ed to stimulate scholarship in the 
fi eld of ethics, with an emphasis on 
ethics in professional life,” accord-
ing to the Baruch website. Th e 2015 
Briloff  prizes were awarded to pro-
fessor Hagop Sarkissian of the phi-
losophy department and MPA stu-
dents Courtney Brynne-Mitchell 
and Michelle Maher.
Martin’s discussion, titled 
“From P. T. Barnum to Donald 
Trump: An Ethical Appraisal of 
Public Relations,” was held on 
Th ursday, March 31 from 6:30-8 
p.m. in the Newman Library Build-
ing. Th e room was fi lled with stu-
dents, faculty and members of the 
public interested in learning from 
Martin’s expertise. His discussion 
was followed by a brief panel.
Ethical issues abound the fi eld 
of public relations, which is pre-
cisely why the Public Relations 
Society of America, the foremost 
organization of public relations 
practitioners, operates a Board of 
Ethics and Professional Standards 
and enforces a code of ethics. Th e 
values at the core of PRSA are ad-
vocacy, honesty, expertise, inde-
pendence, loyalty and fairness.
In his discussion, Martin refer-
enced a study conducted for Else-
vier in 2003 and again in 2012 that 
determined public relations practi-
tioners are seen positively in terms 
of friendliness and intellect, but 
negatively in terms of ethics. In oth-
er words, they are seen as “smart, 
friendly liars,” who spin things and 
manipulate people. He spoke brief-
ly about Anne Bernays, daughter of 
Edward Bernays, who pioneered 
public relations propaganda and 
socially engineered public opinion. 
Anne, who repudiates all of her fa-
ther’s teachings, insists that there 
are very few universal standards 
for public relations professionals to 
actually abide by.
Th e topic of choice is all too 
appropriate for the Baruch set-
ting, as the library plays host to the 
Public Relations Museum, which 
“references library that provides 
an historical review of the profes-
sion through a growing collection 
that chronicles the evolution of 
the fi eld.” In fact, the museum cur-
rently has an exhibition going titled 
,“Edward Bernays and the Century 
of the Selfi e.”
True to the name of the event, 
Martin then transitioned into dis-
cussing the similarities between 
P.T. Barnum and Donald Trump. 
Barnum, a businessman and show-
man, was born in 1810. Barnum 
was known for the Barnum & Bai-
ley Circus, which capitalized upon 
“freak shows.” Barnum & Bailey 
employed the disabled and people 
of color as exhibits of these freak 
shows. Barnum was once quot-
ed as saying, “All I have, I owe to 
the press.”
Similarly, Donald Trump has 
received more than his fair share 
of coverage. According to SMG 
Delta, Trump has only spent $10 
million on advertisements, com-
pared to dropout Jeb Bush, who 
spent $82 million. Th is is because 
he has received $1,898 million in 
free media, earning $400 million in 
February alone. 
Martin analyzed Trump’s ap-
peal, asserting that his campaign 
“exploits people’s prejudices.” He 
said that his audience is made 
up predominantly of people who 
“feel disenfranchised by globaliza-
tion.” Trump is the prince of hum-
bug, he said, and his speeches are 
written at a fourth grade level, us-
ing simple, angry terms. Accord-
ing to an analysis conducted by 
Th e Boston Globe of the language 
used by presidential candidates, 
“Simpler language resonates with 
a broader swath of voters in an era 
of 140-character Twitter tweets and 
10-second television sound bites, 
say specialists on political speech.”
Days later, Martin also elabo-
rated upon the terms of his dis-
cussion via blog post, stating that, 
“Th at’s the real danger in the three-
ring circus surrounding Trump. 
At best, it’s trivial and superfi cial 
humbug designed to get attention. 
At its worse, it cynically exploits 
voters’ resentments towards whole 
classes of people. It is de-mean-
ing, which is the darkest use of 
public relations.”
Martin ended with the resound-
ing notion that “all ethical judg-
ments require a dose of humility,” 
and that there is a thin but defi ni-
tive distinction between pandering 
and appeal. He added, “PR doesn’t 
have to be the shortest four-letter 
word in the dictionary.”
In continuation of Ethics Week, the event sought to answer whether or not ethics and public relations are mutually exclusive.
CEO Terry Gou believes Foxconn has taken a step forward in the technology fi eld through its 66 percent stake in the Sharp Co. 
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Th ere, he discusses the cur-
rent world market and off ers his 
opinion on the pressing issues of 
the business world. He has gar-
nered the esteemed title as one of 
the “top-rated strategists on Wall 
Street” in accordance with Institu-
tional Investor magazine and was 
ranked on SmartMoney magazine’s 
“Power 30” list of the most infl uen-
tial people in the world of investing.
Tennert’s expertise was brought 
to light as the strategist took the 
stage at the panel event. Instead of 
relaying his story to the public in a 
narrative, Tennert adopted a very 
diff erent approach, one in which he 
actually spent his time “exploding” 
fi ve myths he determined insuffi  -
ciently characterize Wall Street. 
Th rough his discourse, Tennert 
interwove sections of his life into 
the expose and cited the journey 
that he had undergone to get to his 
position today.
Th e fi rst myth that Tennert tried 
to dismiss is that the possibility of 
one’s employment depends on the 
college one attends. He expressed 
that the “great ironies” of his life 
were focused around the fact that 
he had always “romanticized” 
the future. 
Prior to his acceptance into 
Georgetown or Wharton, Tennert 
held the preconceived notion that if 
he had gotten into one of these ex-
ceptional schools, “[his] life would 
be taken care of.” However, upon 
attendance, he shortly discovered 
that was not the case. 
From his experiences, he ad-
vised that one’s success is largely 
based on what one does in his or 
her position in employment and 
not on the college attended. Tenne-
rt furthered this belief by provid-
ing insight into his own company. 
He disclosed that in his own fi rm 
of fi fty-fi ve employees, he and his 
partners do not consider the col-
lege that the applicant attended 
when reviewing potential employ-
ees; the hire is largely based on 
“attitude and a genuine interest in 
fi nancial markets.”
Th is being said, he advised that 
students perform well at their jobs 
and demonstrate a drive to climb 
the company ladder.
Th e second myth Tennert 
overrode was that Wall Street is a 
“close-knit industry” comprised 
solely of big fi rms such as Gold-
man Sachs and JPMorgan Chase. 
Tennert fi rst explained the invalid-
ity of the statement by citing that 
there are “six million people” who 
work on Wall Street in companies 
of all types, not simply just the 
“name brands.” From this statistic, 
Tennert refl ected that in his own 
life, colleagues of his were extreme-
ly successful in ventures that had 
not even been widely heard of. “It 
is not the company that makes the 
person, but rather the person that 
makes the company.” 
He explained that the ten-
sion that exists today between 
status and achievement tries to 
counteract this idea; however, he 
feels company status should not 
be taken so heavily. Some of the 
greatest entrepreneurs were born 
from startups.
Th e third myth Tennert de-
nounced is that “the humanities 
are worthless.” Especially in busi-
ness-dominated schools, many 
times the humanities courses come 
secondhand to business classes.  
However, with his undergradu-
ate education and having ma-
jored in international economics, 
Tennert sees much more value in 
the learning of the market’s history 
rather than the drilling of quantita-
tive statistics. 
He furthered this notion by ex-
plaining that “the function of the 
market is to help people; it is a so-
cial science;” therefore, it must be 
accompanied by a holistic educa-
tion that heavily functions on a 
humanities-based learning.
Th e fourth myth that Tennert 
disclosed to the audience is that 
“fi ve years from now, the most suc-
cessful person in [this] room will 
get a job at Goldman Sachs.” 
Tennert rivaled the notion that 
there are guarantees when one 
plays it safe. He instead recom-
mended, “Th e people who get the 
biggest rewards, take the biggest 
risks.” Seeing this occur multiple 
times in his life, Tennert contin-
ued to say, “Someone who takes a 
chance of doing something diff er-
ent will have the biggest payoff .”
Th e last myth, which is the title 
of his book, My Side of the Street, 
delves into is that “the princi-
pal business model of Wall Street 
is fraud.” 
Although Tennert did contend 
that unethical business practices 
do, in fact, occur, he explained 
that Wall Street was built on a fi -
duciary model and that not all 
companies are unjust in their ac-
tions. He refl ected, “Th ere are bad 
actors, but there are bad actors in 
unfortunately every industry.” 
In concluding his defense of 
the industry, he explained that al-
though Wall Street deserves some 
of the criticism it is getting, it is still 
functioning “at its core by turn[ing] 
money into capital.” 
Th e dollars we possess may 
be “inert,” but Wall Street solves 
this by turn[ing] it into capital and 
mak[ing] it useful.” 
Th erefore, in his reasoning 
Tennert has concluded that the 
fundamentals of Wall Street are, in 
fact, for society’s benefi t.
When refl ecting on his life dur-
ing the Q&A, Tennert relayed that 
he was the son of Italian immi-
grants who were of a lower eco-
nomic status. Th e “fear of starva-
tion” that he experienced was a 
prime motivator in his becoming a 
successful fi nancier. 
Tennert had “entrepreneur-
ial spirit,” a key factor he uses 
when employing his own hires at 
his company.
In his daily endeavors, he ex-
plained that he still continues to 
grow and learn about both his in-
dustry and himself. Th is is demon-
strated in the writing of his book, 
which was featured at the panel 
and gifted to students upon exit.
Leading strategist and author busts his ‘Five Myths of Wall Street’
BIANCA MONTEIRO | THETICKER
Tennert used the “fear of starvation” as a prime motivator in his becoming a successful fi nancier and leading business strategist.
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After establishing itself as an in-
novative electric carmaker in the 
luxury vehicle market, Tesla un-
veiled its Model 3 in a successful 
attempt to attract middle-class cus-
tomers into the world of high-end 
electric vehicles.
According to Market Watch, 
there were 276,000 orders placed 
for the Model 3 as of April 2. Each 
reservation requires the buyer to 
put down $1,000 dollars prior to 
paying the full price. 
“Before the Roadster, people 
thought that an electric car would 
be slow, ugly, low-range and have 
bad performance,” Elon Musk, the 
CEO of Tesla, said during the Model 
3 unveiling event. “We had to break 
that mold. It was incredibly impor-
tant to show that that wasn’t true.”
Th e Model 3 seems to do just 
that. With a $35,000 price tag and 
a minimum 215-mile range per 
charge, Tesla’s newest vehicle, 
which is expected to ship in late 
2017, has a lot to off er.
For one, the Model 3 was 
equipped with Tesla’s autopilot 
feature, which is constantly updat-
ing. It also boasts a supercharg-
ing capability design that revolves 
around safety and the ability to 
reach 60 miles per hour in less than 
six seconds, with future versions of 
the Model 3 being designed to go 
much faster.
“Th e unveiling of the Model 3 
is a very big deal for Tesla. It’s one 
of the fi nal steps in Musk’s plan to 
build a business out of expensive 
luxury (and cool) electric cars and 
use it to eventually build a mass 
market product,” Katie Fehren-
bacher of Fortune explained.
Th e release of the Model 3 had a 
positive impact on the share value 
of Tesla. After the company’s stock 
value declined to $143.67 in early 
February, it has been steadily in-
creasing ever since, closing at 
$255.35 on April 5. In compari-
son, Tesla closed at $226.89 on 
March 30, which was a day before 
the Model 3 was made available 
for reservations.
Th e decline was largely driven 
by slow sales of Model X. If the 
Model 3 fails in any way, it could 
alarm the investors and cause 
stock prices to plummet.
To make things more compli-
cated, the company experienced 
disappointing sales fi gures for its 
low- to mid-volume vehicles, the 
Model S and Model X. In 2015, the 
carmaker barely made its 50,00- to-
54,000 sales goal for 2015, selling a 
just over 50,000 units.
According to the company’s 
Securities and Exchange Com-
mission fi ling for the fi rst quarter 
of 2016, Tesla managed to deliver 
close to 14,820 vehicles, not quite 
making it to the fi rst quarter pro-
jection of 16,000 deliveries. Th e 
number is comprised of 12,420 
Model S vehicles and 2,400 Model 
X vehicles. Th is makes the goal of 
selling 80,000- to-90,000 vehicles 
throughout 2016 a bit more diffi  -
cult to achieve. 
Another issue that the SEC re-
port listed were supply shortages 
that lasted through a majority of 
the fi rst quarter. 
According to the SEC fi ling, the 
main reasons behind Model X part 
shortages were “Tesla’s hubris in 
adding far too much new technol-
ogy to the Model X in version 1, in-
suffi  cient supplier capability vali-
dation, and Tesla not having broad 
enough internal capability to man-
ufacture the parts in-house.”
By the end of the fi rst quarter, 
Tesla fi xed the issue, and factories 
were able to produce 750 Model X 
vehicles per week.
On the fl ip side of the coin, the 
company managed to sell almost 
50 percent more vehicles in the fi rst 
quarter of 2016 than it did in the 
fi rst quarter of 2015. 
Additionally, fi rst quarter Mod-
el S orders were up by 45 percent 
when compared to the fi rst quarter 
of 2015. 
Th e year-over-year increase 
shows that despite supply chain 
problems, Tesla has been relatively 
successful in increasing its pro-
duction and sales volumes. Tesla 
hopes to continue this trend with 
the high-volume Model 3. 
In order to keep up with the 
growing demand for its vehicles, 
the company is trying to double its 
number of superchargers to 7,200 
and quadruple its number of desti-
nation chargers to 15,000 by 2017. 
It is also working to double the 
number of retail locations it has in 
North America, Europe and Asia 
Pacifi c.
While its Fremont, California, 
factory is able to produce 500,000 
vehicles per year, the Gigafactory, 
which produces the car’s batteries, 
will have to produce “more lithium 
ion batteries than all other factories 
in the world combined.” Th is aligns 
with Tesla’s mission statement to 
be at the forefront of sustainable 
transport energy. 
As the Auto Blog, explains, peo-
ple want to have a vehicle that up-
dates as often as their smartphone 
to ensure that they are following 
the fl ow of innovation. 
While other luxury and elec-
tric vehicles seem to lack a major 
consumer following, Tesla man-
ages to make its audience an-
ticipate its new vehicles and get 
excited about the brand’s future 
products.
Tesla’s Model 3, which features a minimum 215-mile range per charge, priced at $35,000, is expected to be available in late 2017.
WWW.TECHINSIDER.IO
Tesla unveils latest model to appease middle class consumers
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Roundabout Theatre revives the 1963 classic She Loves Me
’90s rock band plays for crowd in Brooklyn’s intimate Rough Trade
BY DAVID CARDONA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
It was obvious that those sitting 
closest to the front door of the ven-
ue had spent the night out on the 
street. Th e sleeping bags, crumpled 
cans of energy drinks, bags of po-
tato chips and cups of coff ee that 
littered the street only helped to so-
lidify that suspicion. As usual, with 
large lines that go down blocks, 
turn corners and catch attentions, 
questions were asked. “What’s 
the line for?” Th e answer was 
Weezer tickets. 
Th ese tickets were in celebra-
tion of the release of their latest 
self-titled album, known already as 
Th e White Album. Weezer agreed to 
perform a few songs for those will-
ing to wait in line early on the fi rst 
day of April. Rough Trade, a record 
store located in the Williamsburg 
section of Brooklyn, was hosting 
the event. 
According to Weezer’s website, 
the concert hall would only hold 
250 people. First come, fi rst serve 
was the law of the land. In order 
to gain a spot at the show, a CD or 
vinyl of the new album had to be 
purchased at Rough Trade. With 
the limited space announced well 
in advance of the show, the line 
went down the street, around the 
block, down that street and around 
the following corner. And despite 
the confi dence expressed by those 
standing closest to the door, they 
were still holding their enthusiasm 
back. It is hard to blame them. Th ey 
did not want the crushing feeling in 
their stomachs to feel too intense if 
the show turned out to be nothing 
but a big prank. 
But that was not the case. Th ere 
are no Axel Rose-like egos in Wee-
zer. Each of them, Rivers Cuomo, 
lead singer and lead guitar player, 
Brian Bell, on rhythm guitar and 
backup vocals, Scott Shriner, on 
bass and backup vocals and Patrick 
Wilson, the band’s drummer, are 
humble. Th e band would not prank 
their fans. In fact, the band has a 
very intimate relationship with 
their fans. Back in 2008, the year 
of Th e Red Album, the band en-
couraged fans to come onstage, so 
long as they brought instruments 
to the gig. Th e members are also no 
strangers to playing small intimate 
gigs. Th e show at Rough Trade on 
April Fool’s Day is just another 
show added to an already long list. 
A wristband was needed for en-
try, which was handed out along 
with a copy of the new album. 
Doors opened for the show at 6 
p.m. Besides being a record store, 
Rough Trade is also a concert hall. 
Th ough it pales in comparison to 
the concert halls of Manhattan, 
the place would at least provide a 
space for the fans to have an inti-
mate show with one of the most ac-
claimed bands of the ‘90s.
Th irty minutes before the doors 
opened, the line was already 
around the block. Th ose at the very 
front of the line had not left the 
store. A cafe on the second fl oor of 
the store provided them with free 
Wi-Fi, beverages and a place to sit 
and wait for a line to start forming. 
Th e staff  tried to keep order once 
the doors opened, but what little 
order they had was curtained in the 
chaos that ensued. Th ose standing 
closest to the door rushed to the 
front of the stage. Th e ground fl oor 
fi lled quickly, so the balcony was 
opened and soon fi lled too. 
Th e small size of the venue pro-
vided everyone in attendance with 
a good view of the stage. A drum 
set, two acoustic guitars and an 
acoustic bass sat on stage as the 
room fi lled. Plenty waiting pur-
chased beer, while others stood in 
the crowd snapping photos of the 
stage when the lighting seemed 
right. Finally, the band appeared. 
Th ey had no big entrance and 
no climatic music to accompany 
the musicians as they walked on 
stage. Th ey seemed very casual. 
Bell, the guitar player said, “We’ve 
never played some of these songs 
acoustically before,” before break-
ing into the opening track off  the 
new album, “California Kids.” Soni-
cally, the album is meant to be rem-
iniscent of Th e Beach Boys. Th is 
means that the songs on the album 
are about the beach, California and 
just hanging out in L.A. Fans that 
expected the band to play hits like 
“Buddy Holly,” off  Th e Blue Album
(1994), “Island in the Sun,” off  Th e 
Green Album (2001), or even “Pork 
and Beans,” from The Red Album 
(2008) were sadly disappointed. 
Th e only song performed that 
is not on the new album is an ob-
scure song called “Slave,” off  Mal-
adroit (2002), which was probably 
done intentionally. Following the 
show, the band sat down behind 
a long table. What makes a band 
like Weezer diff erent from other 
bands is not their music nor the 
number of acclaimed albums they 
have had, or the number of albums 
they have sold since the release of 
their fi rst album, Th e Blue Album, 
22 years ago. 
What makes them diff erent is 
the fact that the band will sit pa-
tiently and sign each and every 
copy of their new album brought in 
front of them. Th ey even accepted 
handshakes from more eager fans. 
Th ey are a band that appreciates its 
fans, and are willing to meet them 
halfway—something Axel Rose 
would never do. 
After releasing their debut album 22 years ago, Weezer comes to Brooklyn for a performance following their latest album.
WWW.BROOKLYNVEGAN.COM
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and no climatic music to 
accompany the musicians as 
they walked on stage. They 
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In the age where musicals like 
Hamilton and Th e Book of Mor-
mon dominate Broadway, theater 
audiences have become very ca-
pricious; they demand not only 
quality execution but also endless 
excitement and political and social 
commentary. But no matter how 
much tension and energy shows 
provide, we are, after all, human 
beings. And as human beings we 
get tired of an endless cycle of 
emotional stimulation. So, many 
theatergoers want to see some-
thing mindless, sweet, funny and 
chaste. Th e musical, She Loves Me, 
perfectly fi lls that niche.
A sweetheart of the American 
musical, She Loves Me has land-
ed on Broadway this season un-
der the production of the leading 
nonprofi t Broadway organization, 
Roundabout Th eatre Company. It 
is the second time RTC has revived 
this 1963 classical piece. Th e fi rst 
time was in 1993, which was the 
fi rst production under Th e Great 
American Musical program, dedi-
cated to the preservation of U.S. 
musical tradition. 
Starring Laura Benanti and 
Zachary Levi as Amalia Balash and 
Georg Nowack, respectively, this is 
a story of two Hungarian perfume 
clerks, who openly loathe each oth-
er at work and anonymously love 
each other through their lonely 
hearts pen palling. 
She Loves Me is known in the 
industry as the “ice cream” musical 
due to its signature song of the same 
title, which was made iconic by the 
legendary Barbara Cook, the origi-
nal Amalia. It is sweet and brings 
much joy and leaves a great after-
taste that makes one crave more. 
Th e show begins with a mag-
nifi cent overture, whose orches-
trations are inspired by classical 
Hungarian polkas and symphonic 
pieces. As the show progresses, 
the audience enjoys catchy simple 
tunes. Th e score pays homage to 
composers such as Franz Listz and 
Morris Ravel, as some songs sam-
ple the great composers’ pieces. 
As the curtain rises, the audi-
ence is deeply awed by the grand 
set design—fi rst of the Budapest 
streets and then by the Maraczek’s 
perfume shop. Splendid in its in-
tricacy and color palette, the set, 
however, misleads the audience 
into believing that this is what 
post-World War I Hungary actually 
looked like. 
Th e shop looks like a doll house 
full of toy bottles and beautiful 
people, which is not very refl ective 
of the political situation in Europe 
at that time. Nevertheless, show-
ing such depiction works for the 
creative team who try to create a 
romantic atmosphere. 
After the eff ect of the pictur-
esque design starts to wear out, 
the show itself becomes a longing 
drag, where nothing is really hap-
pening. Even a couple of snores 
could be heard in the audience. It 
is not only until the very end of Act 
I does anything of note happen. Act 
II is defi nitely superior to the fi rst, 
as the story line fl ows better and 
culminates in a beautiful ending. 
It sparks in a moment and leaves 
the audience satisfi ed without ex-
hausting them with redundant 
sentimentality. And that is the big-
gest achievement of the show: it 
sustains its romanticism without 
falling into a cheesy abyss.
Featuring a parade of Tony 
winners, it only makes sense that 
She Loves Me is saturated with 
eye-pleasing performances. After 
being critically acclaimed in mu-
sical dramas such as Gypsy, which 
earned her a Tony award, Benanti 
has fi nally jumped on the comedy 
train. Her childish and whimsical 
wanna-be-tough character makes 
her shine like stained glass under 
the sun. Benanti delivers a vocal 
tour-de-force that blows off  the 
roof of Studio 54. Th is production is 
symbolic to Benanti as she returns 
to the beginnings of her career, 
reining with RTC and her friend 
Jane Krakowski. 
Krakowski plays a sexy and 
comically desperate character Ilo-
na, whose naive and light-hearted 
personality—together with her 
legs and the splits that they make—
brings joy to the audience every 
time she steps on stage. Gavin 
Creel plays Kodaly, Ilona’s love 
interest, as he creates a character 
whose sexual appeal burns the 
stage down. Zachary Levi depicts 
a character who is very profes-
sional, devoted, a bit insecure and 
very charismatic. In a sense, Levi’s 
George is like Benanti’s Amalia, but 
with pants and a tie. 
Th e characters create a gallery 
of personalities, which enriches the 
show and excites the audience.
“She Loves Me/and to my 
amazement/I love it knowing that 
she loves me,” chants George in his 
beautiful solo. Th e whole show is 
full of love. Th e performers are en-
joying their lines, their characters, 
their songs and most importantly, 
one another. Th e audience enjoys 
them too. 
Th ere is so much pleasure in 
the eyes of the actors and that re-
sults in a show that will make even 
the grumpiest critic smile, and that 
smile will stay there long after the 
fi nal bows. 
Zachary Levi and Laura Benanti, who play Georg Nowack and Amalia Balash, respectively, share an onstage embrace.
WWW.ROUNDABOUTTHEATRE.ORG
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Rado, one of fi ve children, left 
Albania and his family behind 
at the age of 16 to pursue bigger 
dreams and escape religious and 
political persecution. Th ough he 
put in bid after bid to be granted 
asylum, he was rejected every 
time. In 2007, he received an order 
for deportation.
Th e Department of Homeland 
Security estimates that there are 
11.4 million undocumented immi-
grants currently living in the United 
States. In other words, Rado’s is not 
a singular story. 
It seems as though getting by 
is an endlessly diffi  cult and har-
rowing task for undocumented 
immigrants. Some states allow un-
documented immigrants to get a 
permit or a license; New York does 
not, though it does off er NYCID to 
compensate. Undocumented im-
migrants are not technically able 
to work under federal law. In fact, 
undocumented immigrants can 
be refused tenancy by landlords 
who ask to see the appropriate pa-
pers. Rado described it as “living in 
the shadows.” 
Last semester, Rado worked in 
conjunction with USG to screen 
Dreaming American, a fi lm 
based on his own experiences 
on-campus. Th ree hundred stu-
dents were in attendance, many 
undocumented themselves.
“It was a very moving night, be-
cause I had two lawyers from Im-
migration Equality … [so] undocu-
mented students could ask ques-
tions onstage and get answers right 
away, without them having to pay 
somebody,” Rado stated. 
Immigration Equality is a na-
tional organization that provides 
free legal services to LGBTQIA 
and HIV-positive immigrants. Im-
migration Equality is a national 
organization that provides free le-
gal services to LGBTQIA and HIV-
positive immigrants, according to 
its website. 
Emmy Award winner Lee Percy 
and Oscar Award nominee Bar-
bet Schroeder directed Dreaming 
American. It also stars Giancarlo 
Esposito, of Breaking Bad fame, 
alongside Rado himself as the 
protagonist, who works as a go-go 
dancer to survive. 
Dreaming American was re-
leased in 2011, when it began 
making the rounds at fi lm festivals 
across the country. Rado was cau-
tious about traveling for fear of de-
portation, to the point of devising 
a fake, legal identity for the sake 
of promotion, but Rado knew the 
circuit well at that point. When he 
received word that his fi lm would 
close out the Hamptons Interna-
tional Film Festival, he was ecstat-
ic—that is, until the U.S. Immigra-
tions and Customs Enforcement 
arrested him en route. 
“I happened to be in LA, and 
I only had four days … so I got on 
the train, and I was on social media 
the whole time trying to reach out 
to people in the Hamptons so they 
can come out and see the fi lm. And 
after three days, the train stopped 
at fi ve in the morning. Immigration 
came directly to me and picked 
me up and took me. I had abso-
lutely no IDs … but they already 
knew exactly who I was,” explained 
Rado. He was later taken to a fed-
eral detention facility in upstate 
New York. 
Rado enlisted Percy’s help in 
obtaining a lawyer, who succeeded 
in re-opening his case not long af-
ter. In the end, it took him 14 years 
to get his papers. He enrolled at 
BMCC immediately upon receiv-
ing his social security number and 
transferred to Baruch after a year 
and a half. He is set to graduate af-
ter completing the fall semester. 
Although undocumented stu-
dents in New York can apply to and 
attend institutions of higher educa-
tion, some may be charged out-of-
state tuition if the student in ques-
tion does not meet the require-
ments. For Rado, the cost of school 
was signifi cantly higher without 
documentation. 
Rado is very vocal about his 
experiences, in spite of the stigma 
and the heated debate surrounding 
immigration. His hope is to encour-
age other undocumented students 
to come forward, share their stories 
and build an expansive network 
of support. Rado’s next project, 
Dreams Matter, also spearheaded 
by director Percy, will tackle this 
project. 
Th is time around, the fi lm will 
primarily focus on the struggles 
of three undocumented students, 
connected by a common thread. 
Each student comes from a diff er-
ent background, but they all have 
the same things at stake: their ed-
ucation, their freedom and their 
right to simply exist in a country 
that they were not born in. To pro-
tect the identities of these students, 
their names will be changed; they 
will be played by actors, but their 
stories will stay the same. 
“My tale is more than a labor of 
love. Th is is a story that highlights 
what’s happening to many other 
people around the world, and I’m 
proud it’s fi nally being told,” said 
Rado. 
To fund Dreams Matter, Rado 
set up a crowdfunding project, 
which had $300 in contributions of 
the requested $10,000 as of press 
time. Students interested in donat-
ing can search for “Dreams Matter 
by Preke Radoina” on Kickstarter. 
Rado reached out to a number of 
people within CUNY for support, 
including Baruch’s own professor, 
Arthur Lewin. 
“Students come to this coun-
try—to this city—from every corner 
of the globe, dreaming of a better 
life. Education is the key,” intoned 
Lewin, in the promo for Dreams 
Matter. “Won’t you help their 
dreams come true?”
Preke Radoina has set up a crowdfunding page on Kickstarter to raise $10,000 in order to fund his fi lm, Dreams Matter.
WWW.KICKSTARTER.COM
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Baruch student planning film on undocumented students in CUNY
BY BIANCA MONTEIRO
STAFF WRITER
Mifeprex, when taken with 
Misoprostol, has long been an 
alternative for women who are 
considering abortion. 
Mifeprex facilitates abortion 
by blocking the pregnancy hor-
mone, progesterone, thus causing 
a miscarriage. March 30 marked 
the drug’s new labelling and regi-
men change by the Food and Drug 
Administration, which came al-
most 16 years following its original 
approval.  
Prior to this change users would 
have been advised to use the drug 
in the span of a 49-day gesta-
tion period along with frequent 
doctor visits. 
Under the updated regula-
tions, however, in addition to 
widening the gestation period to 
70 days, users are safely recom-
mended to take a lower dosage of 
the drug. Th e FDA also lowered the 
required number of assessment 
appointments needed. 
Users would now be required to 
take only 200 mg of Mifeprex, fol-
lowed by 800 mcg of misoprostol 
a few days later, and could still in-
duce a miscarriage just as reliably. 
Th ese new regulations widen the 
pool for women who struggle with 
either fi nancial issues or the stricter 
window of time. 
Danco Laboratories, provider of 
this medical abortion pill, admits 
that after extensive studies, they 
discovered that only one-third of 
the outdated recommended dos-
age was necessary for successfully 
terminating a pregnancy. 
According to the study, headed 
by the Cochrane Fertility Regula-
tion Group, taking Mifeprex in a 
“combined regimen” while lower-
ing Mifeprex’s dosage from 600 mg 
to 200 mg showed no signifi cant 
changes in the drug’s success rate.
 Mifeprex’s transformation has, 
however, been met with a great 
deal of scorn and protest from 
anti-abortionists. 
Dr. Randall O’Bannon, the di-
rector of education and research 
at the National Right to Life, a pro-
life organization, suggests that be-
cause the FDA’s change in labelling 
was prompted by data provided by 
Danco, the company was simply 
looking to “[expand] its customer 
base for the abortion industry.” 
According to Planned Parent-
hood, Mifeprex can cost up to $800 
per pill, while surgical abortion 
may cost up to $1,500. Although, 
when coupled with possible in-
surance coverage and fi nancial 
assistance, this price could be 
signifi cantly lowered. 
Danco Laboratories’ customer 
base may be poised to increase by 
this labelling change, considering 
that it now stands as a more viable 
method of abortion for women 
across the country. By safely wid-
ening the time frame and lower-
ing the dosage of Mifeprex, women 
have been given more fl exibility 
and fi nancial freedom when faced 
with the predicament of terminat-
ing a pregnancy. Women who live 
in rural areas or in states with re-
strictive abortion laws, which pre-
vent them from fi nding properly 
licensed surgical abortion practi-
tioners, will also benefi t from the 
drug’s new usage requirements. 
Due to the laxer regimen, Mifeprex 
could soon become a more attrac-
tive option for women who want 
to avoid the process of having 
a surgical abortion. 
 Although the FDA’s inclu-
sionary change in protocol came 
more than a decade after its origi-
nal inception, many doctors had 
already been fairly aware of the 
drug’s potency. 
Off -label prescriptions, or pre-
scriptions that do not directly cor-
relate with the drug company’s 
recommended use but are legal, 
were fairly common before the reg-
imen change. Th ey also benefi ted 
women who lived in states that al-
lowed for the distribution of such 
off -label prescriptions.
As reported by the Guttm-
acher Institute, an estimated 83 
percent of U.S. medical providers 
had already chosen to provide off -
label prescriptions for the drug, 
disregarding the old guidelines.
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
After a closely watched develop-
ment period spanning nearly four 
years, Oculus VR has fi nally begun 
the shipping stage of their highly 
anticipated virtual reality headset, 
the Oculus Rift.
Oculus, whose summer 2012 
Kickstarter campaign for the Rift 
raised over $2.4 million, began 
shipping the fi rst of the devices to 
20 diff erent countries and regions 
on March 28. Select retail locations 
will also stock the Rift beginning 
in April.
“Independent projects are some 
of the best. If you look at mobile, 
some of the biggest successes on 
mobile have actually been indies. It 
took a lot of other big games com-
panies years to fi nally get to mobile, 
even when there was mass market,” 
said Brendan Iribe, co-founder and 
CEO of Oculus. 
“Th e good part about VR is that 
pretty much every developer that 
has ever made a PC 3-D game or 
console game wants to make a VR 
game. It’s like they’re leaving their 
PC or console game development 
company to go start a VR game or 
to go join a VR game company. So it 
is luckily the dream of almost every 
developer ... You couldn’t neces-
sarily say the same thing about just 
mobile games.”
Th e $599 pre-order package 
includes the headset with built-
in headphones and microphone, 
sensor, the Oculus Remote and an 
Xbox One controller. Also included 
in the bundle is the virtual reality 
platformer Lucky’s Tale, developed 
by Playful.
Th e company has boasted that 
by the end of 2016, more than 100 
games playable on the Rift will be 
available for sale.
“You put on the headset and the 
cable goes over the back of your 
head. We wanted to make it incred-
ibly simple, so you take the sensor 
out of the box, set it down, plug 
it into your PC and you’re done,” 
said Nate Mitchell, vice president 
of Oculus.
A second bundle is purchas-
able for $1,499 and includes a PC 
with specifi cations guaranteed to 
meet the recommended system 
requirements for the Rift. 
Although Oculus’ partnership 
with Microsoft has made the Rift 
primarily a gaming device, Oculus 
has been adamant that the device 
will pave the way for new forms of 
media, productivity enhancement, 
advertising and social applications; 
Facebook acquired Oculus in 2014 
for $2 billion. 
Most notably, in May 2015, 
virtual reality software company 
AltspaceVR launched a public 
beta for Rift users to use on Oculus 
Rift Development Kit 2, the fourth 
iteration of Rift prototypes. Th e 
software allowed users to inhabit 
a shared virtual world complete 
with spatial voice communica-
tions, Internet content streamed to 
virtual screens, object interaction 
and motion tracking.
“It’s worth remembering that 
virtual reality has never always 
been about gaming. Any real virtu-
al reality enthusiast can look back 
at VR science fi ction. It’s not about 
playing games,” explained Palmer 
Luckey, Oculus co-founder and Rift 
inventor. “Th e Matrix, Snow Crash, 
all this fi ction was not about sit-
ting in a room playing video games. 
It’s about being in a parallel digi-
tal world that exists alongside our 
own, communicating with other 
people, playing with other people.”
In the industrial realm, the 
Rift has proven to be of interest 
to a number of diff erent fi elds, 
including architecture and the 
automotive industry. 
According to Dezeen, an ar-
chitecture and design magazine, 
virtual architecture will be com-
parable to reality in as little as fi ve 
years. Virtual architecture software 
has been used with the Rift to cre-
ate concepts of houses, trains and 
common infrastructure.
In January 2015, Audi com-
menced the use of Development 
Kit 2 at select dealerships in order 
to allow potential buyers to confi g-
ure a car they would be interested 
in, as well as see what it would be 
like to drive the car, eff ectively of-
fering an entire dealership expe-
rience with a minimal amount of 
hassle. Th e system, entitled Audi 
City, functions alongside sales 
channels in Beijing, Berlin, London 
and Moscow, among other cities.
“Hand in hand with our dealers, 
we are bringing digital innovations 
into the dealership in order to im-
prove convenience and to provide 
even better advice. With the Audi 
VR experience, we are once again 
demonstrating the pioneering 
role of the four rings in this area,” 
said Luca de Meo, member of the 
board of management for sales and 
marketing at Audi AG.
Looking toward the future, 
Oculus plans on shipping the 
Oculus Touch in the second half 
of 2016, allowing consumers to 
make use of their arms in the vir-
tual world with the help of a pair of 
mirrored controllers. 
Each lightweight motion con-
troller will come equipped with a 
joystick, button, a trigger for shoot-
ing and a trigger for grabbing. Th e 
controllers are fully tracked by the 
Rift system, giving the user the feel-
ing that their hands are present in 
the virtual world and allowing for 
activities such as clay sculpting and 
sandbox gaming.
According to Luckey, the future 
path of the Rift will be something 
to pay close attention to, eventually 
culminating where “virtual reality 
and augmented reality are going to 
end up using a lot of the same tech-
nologies and probably converge 
into the same hardware … it will 
probably get to a point where it’s 
something you can wear all day, ev-
eryday. Th at’s going to take a long 
time though.”
Although orders placed now for 
the device will likely not be fulfi lled 
until later this year, the Oculus Rift 
can be purchased directly from Oc-
ulus, or as part of the Oculus-ready 
PC bundle on Amazon.
Science & Technology
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Abortion pill regulations grow lax as FDA makes new ruling 
The Food and Drug Administration slackened regulations surrounding the abortion pill called Mifeprex, leading to easier access. 
WIKIPEDIA.COM
Oculus Rift virtual reality headset ships after years in development
The Oculus Rift will allow users to experience virtual reality for gaming, productivity enhancement and new forms of media. 
FLICKR.COM
Users would now be 
required to take only 200 mg 
of Mifeprex, followed by 
800 mcg of misoprostol a 
few days later, and could 
still induce a miscarriage just 
as reliably. These new 
regulations widen the pool 
for women who struggle 
with either fi nancial issues 




With over 60 percent of CUNY 
students identifying as females, 
expanding access to computer 
science courses to women on a 
CUNY-wide level could open new 
opportunities to increase gender 
diversity in the technology fi elds. 
With this in mind, CUNY, Cornell 
Tech and Verizon are designing 
various CUNY computer science 
courses with the express purpose 
of engaging females.
Th e fi rst of these is an intro-
ductory computer science course. 
Piloted at the Macaulay Honors 
College during the January 2016 
winter session, the course also 
benefi ted from additional input 
and development from scholars 
at LaGuardia Community Col-
lege, College of Staten Island, New 
York City College of Technology 
and Queens College. Th e course 
covers basic computing concepts, 
software development skills and a 
guide to computational thinking, 
all of which will help CUNY women 
gain insight into a career within the 
technology fi elds. 
Th e goal of the course is to 
reach the thousands of women in 
the CUNY system, as well as female 
students with little background 
knowledge in computing, leading 
to a greater understanding of com-
puter science as a possible degree 
path. In the 2016–17 academic 
year, the course will be adapt-
ed in more colleges across the 
CUNY system.  
To CUNY students already 
in technology degree programs, 
WiTNY will also off er “fi nancial 
scholarships, prestigious intern-
ships with partner organizations, 
exposure to industry leaders, 
speaker series with industry lu-
minaries and infl uencers, and a 
professional network of female col-
leagues,” Cornell Tech’s website for 
the initiative states. Female gradu-
ates entering CUNY colleges in the 
fall will be allowed to participate 
through free summer program on 
computer science. 
Modeled after Cornell Tech’s 
own curriculum, the program will 
teach basic product and software 
design, as well as entrepreneurism. 
“At Cornell Tech, we are com-
mitted to building and diversifying 
the base of the technology talent 
in New York City,” said Dan Hut-
tenlocher, Dean of Cornell Tech. 
“Women are a signifi cant minority 
when it comes to tech education 
and employment. Th e tech indus-
try is losing out on their diverse in-
put and skills. Th e new Women in 
Technology and Entrepreneurship 
program has the potential to mo-
bilize the next generation of female 
technology pioneers through edu-
cational opportunities, internships, 
and mentorship.”
Th e program will also provide 
a monetary stipend to those who 
participate, thus accounting for 
some students’ need to work over 
the summer.
As the initiative continues to 
grow, more companies are signing 
on to support it, including charter 
member Accenture, the Citi Foun-
dation, IBM, JPMorgan Chase, 
Xerox, AppNexus and Grand 
Central Tech.
Support includes internships, 
which many of these companies 
have started off ering to female 
CUNY students directly through 
this initiative. 
“We are delighted to be join-
ing Verizon and Cornell Tech in 
designing the Women in Technol-
ogy and Entrepreneurship in New 
York initiative to deliver the tech-
ready employees that will keep 
our knowledge economy grow-
ing,” said CUNY Chancellor James 
B. Milliken. “CUNY has one of the 
most talented and diverse student 
bodies in the country and this ini-
tiative is a tremendous opportu-
nity to recruit and retain women 
who will move up to exciting ca-
reers in technology, providing NYC 
employers with the technology to 
connect to customers and grow 
their business.”
According to the initiative’s 
website, technology is the only sci-
entifi c fi eld in which the number of 
female workers is declining. Com-
bating this issue through strength-
ening education is the strategy that 
CUNY and Cornell Tech agree will 
work best.
“Th is holistic WiTNY program, 
targeting women across many dif-
ferent education levels, highlights 
Cornell Tech’s mission to launch 
women on career paths of impact, 
opportunity, and infl uence. WiTNY 
provides women with the access, 
awareness and encouragement 
necessary to fully participate in the 
booming digital economy,” reads 
WiTNY’s website. 
 Kristen Titus, industry observer 
and Founding Director of the NYC 
Tech Talent Pipeline, is also in 
agreement, noting that in order to 
keep CUNY’s female students on 
pace with the current job market, 
more technology-based classes 
are needed.
Titus explained that the tech-
nology industry is booming, ac-
counting for 291,000 jobs in New 
York City and $30 billion in annual 
wages. Yet, the industry does not 
exist without its issues.
“Th ere exists a talent gap [in the 
technology industry]. Our busi-
nesses struggle to fi ll open posi-
tions, and technology jobs remain 
out of reach for many New York-
ers who lack access to industry-
informed technology education,” 
said Titus. “WiTNY is a tremen-
dous example of the kind of col-
laborations that are necessary 
to better equip a broader pool of 
New Yorkers with the 21st century 
skills needed to pursue rewarding 
careers in tech.”
As the current economy 
grows more and more comput-
er-orientated, technological 
prowess is quickly becoming a 
job requirement. 
CUNY, Cornell Tech, Verizon 
and other companies open greater 
access to the computer science 
fi eld for female CUNY students 
with the hope that these students 
will be able to succeed—and suc-
ceed readily—within the job 
market in the coming years.
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CUNY computer science classes serve as gateway for women  
BY JESSICA TORRES
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Farming and community simu-
lators are niche genres long domi-
nated by Nintendo’s ever-popular 
Harvest Moon and Animal Cross-
ing series. Requiring no objectives, 
violence or intensive play, these 
relaxing games are hits that have 
resonated with fans since the late 
1990s and early 2000s. Th e market 
for these games is unsaturated, 
so it comes with no surprise that 
when ConcernedApe released 
Stardew Valley, a brand new simu-
lation game, this past February, it 
was an instant hit. Stardew Valley 
remains on Steam’s bestseller list 
with over 15,000 positive reviews 
nearly two months after its release. 
Working as a team of one and 
inspired by the likes of Harvest 
Moon, Eric Barone, a developer 
who goes by the handle Con-
cernedApe, singlehandedly deliv-
ered one of Steam’s most success-
ful indie games of the year. Pouring 
thousands of hours of work over a 
span of four years into its creation, 
Stardew Valley is a product of love, 
and it shows. Th rough a combina-
tion of relaxing music, change of 
seasons and a taste of quiet, small-
town farm life, Stardew Valley has 
resonated with gamers like no 
other game has so far this year. 
Th e goal of the game is simple: 
there is no goal. After inheriting a 
farm from your late grandfather, 
the player’s character leaves their 
draining corporate job to pursue 
life on a farm. From there, it is up 
to the player how they would like 
to enjoy Barone’s game. You can 
fi sh, farm, mine, raise livestock 
or simply walk around town and 
make friends. 
Like real life, your character has 
an energy bar that drains as you 
do daily activities, only to be re-
plenished by a good night’s sleep. 
Weeds, rocks and thick maple and 
evergreens trees originally overrun 
your farm. To clear the massive 
acres you have inherited, it would 
take weeks of in-game time and be 
a consistent drain of your daily en-
ergy. Th is is another aspect where 
Stardew Valley mirrors real life: 
management is key.
To be successful in game where 
success does not matter, a player 
has to be diligent. Planting and 
selling crops while managing live-
stock is labor intensive and re-
quires a keen understanding of 
balancing your daily energy and 
completing the tasks you have 
laid out for the day. Many intense 
Stardew Valley players have even 
taken to logging their activities and 
goals in a notebook. 
However, though farming is a 
large aspect of the game, a player 
can choose to not farm if they wish, 
making their revenue through oth-
er activities like fi shing and forag-
ing. It is this freedom of choice 
that makes Stardew Valley so spe-
cial. Th e game gives you options 
on how to spend your time, and 
though it is in your best interest to 
establish a lucrative farm, you can 
do so at your own pace. 
Players even have the option 
to build relationships with the 
fellow residents of Stardew Val-
ley. By giving weekly presents to 
your neighbors, players can be-
come closer to those around them, 
slowly learning more about these 
complex characters. Each pos-
sesses a personality and secrets of 
their own. By getting close enough 
to one particular member of your 
community, the player will gain 
the ability to propose marriage, an 
option that provides the benefi t of 
having a helping hand around your 
expansive farm. 
Without the monetary back-
ing seen by most AAA titles of the 
year, it is refreshing to see a new 
developer fi nd well-deserved suc-
cess nearly overnight. Stardew 
Valley hits a note unachievable by 
modern, graphic intensive shoot-
ers and RPGs. ConceredApe has 
managed to wrap up the feeling of 
warmth and community in a gor-
geous, addictive pixel-art package.
Stardew Valley brings farm fresh setting
Stardew Valley has no combat, instead letting players farm, fi sh and make friends.
YOUTUBE.COM
The computer science classes will be targeting women, in order to encourage them to enter the technology industry.
SPECIAL TO THE TICKER
BY MICHAEL FRIEDLICH
STAFF WRITER 
In the NFL’s off season free 
agency frenzy, the New York Giants 
and Jets have come out with com-
pletely diff erent results. Th e Giants 
made great moves and improved 
their lackluster defense, but the 
Jets lost key players and have not 
adequately fi lled those holes. Th e 
Giants’s available cap space has 
allowed them to improve the tal-
ent on defense while the Jets lack 
thereof has handcuff ed their abil-
ity to sign more free agents and 
keep their better players. 
In the fi rst 24 hours of the free 
agency period, the Giants spent 
$204 million, with $114 million as 
guaranteed money. Although the 
Giants have made great improve-
ments, some of their signings came 
at a price.
Th e Giants’s fi rst move was re-
signing defensive end Jason Pierre-
Paul for a one-year deal that could 
be worth up to $10.5 million. Th e 
biggest splash the Giants made 
was signing the former Miami 
Dolphins defensive end Olivier 
Vernon to a fi ve-year, $85 million 
deal with $52.5 million guaran-
teed, making it the largest contract 
for a defensive end in NFL history. 
Th e Giants had to outbid the Jack-
sonville Jaguars to acquire Vernon, 
who is only 25 years old and did 
not miss a game in his four seasons 
with the Dolphins. Many ques-
tioned whether Vernon was worth 
this much money, as he is getting 
more guaranteed money per year 
than Houston Texans’s defensive 
end J.J. Watt, who is arguably con-
sidered one of the best players in 
the league.
Th e Giants also signed former 
Jets defensive tackle Damon Har-
rison to a fi ve-year $46.5 million 
contract with $24 million guaran-
teed. Harrison was a cornerstone 
for the Jets’s very eff ective run de-
fense, which was ranked second 
in the league with Harrison’s help. 
Th eir last big move was signing 
former Rams’s cornerback Janoris 
Jenkins, who may have been the 
best cornerback available in free 
agency, to a fi ve-year deal worth 
$62.5 million, with $29 million 
guaranteed. Jenkins will serve as a 
replacement for former Giants cor-
nerback Prince Amukamara, who 
the Giants did not want to re-sign 
after an injury-prone career with 
the team. Th is deal makes Jenkins 
the second-highest paid corner-
back in the league, behind the 
Jets’s Darrelle Revis. 
Many have considered that Jen-
kins could either be a high-reward 
or a high-risk factor because of his 
varied history of failure and suc-
cess. While only two players have 
allowed more touchdowns than 
Jenkins’s 22, he has 10 intercep-
tions over his four-year career, 
which is tied for 12th most over 
that period.
As for the Jets, their free agency 
so far has been a disaster. Because 
the Jets spent most of their salary 
cap during free agency last off sea-
son, the team could not retain 
some its own players and did not 
have the fl exibility to make other 
big moves. Th e Jets have lost many 
key players and have, for the most 
part, only replaced them with 
serviceable players. Some of the 
team’s biggest losses include Da-
mon Harrison, Demario Davis and 
Calvin Pace, all major components 
of the Jets formidable defense. Th e 
Jets’ one good signing came in for-
mer Chicago Bears running back 
Matt Forte, who replaced former 
Jets star running back Chris Ivory. 
Many say that the Jets had to let 
Ivory go because of his asking price 
and because of his age. Ivory’s 
punishing running style has been 
an asset to the team, but concerns 
about his health raises questions 
about how many more years the 
28-year-old has left in the league.
One crucial decision that the 
Jets have yet to make in free agency 
is whether or not to re-sign Ryan 
Fitzpatrick, the team’s starting 
quarterback who nearly led them 
to the playoff s last season. One 
possible reason for the delay could 
be that the Jets have been hurt in 
contract negotiations, because 
the demand for quarterbacks has 
raised contract prices. Texans’s 
quarterback Brock Osweiler re-
ceived a deal giving him $18 mil-
lion per year, even though he only 
started seven total games last sea-
son with the Denver Broncos. Phil-
adelphia Eagles’ quarterback Sam 
Bradford, who has been riddled 
with injuries throughout his career 
and struggled even when he was 
healthy, signed a deal that will give 
him $17.5 million a year. 
Although Fitzpatrick has proved 
his worth, as opposed to Osweiler 
and Bradford, other teams with 
defi ciencies at quarterback are not 
willing to match the lucrative deals 
other players are receiving. Still, 
the Jets only off ered him $7 mil-
lion a year, which is insulting given 
that it does not even come close to 
what Osweiler and Bradford were 
able to get. Although Fitzpatrick’s 
lack of suitors gives the Jets lever-
age over Fitzpatrick in contract 
negotiations, they still should not 
be too confi dent of their position, 
because they do not have any oth-
er viable option at quarterback. 
Th is shows the Jets’s dysfunction 
as an organization, because even 
after they found a suffi  cient quar-
terback in Fitzgerald, who fi ts well 
with their off ensive scheme, they 
are unwilling to actually keep him. 
If the Jets and Fitzgerald do not 
work out their diff erences, then 
there lies a long season ahead for 
the Jets.
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Sports
Men’s volleyball advances to semifinals, face fourth-seed York
BY JOSEPH ROBINSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
After achieving a 15-1 CUNYAC 
conference record this season, 
the Baruch College men’s vol-
leyball team advanced to the CU-
NYAC tournament as the second 
seed behind the Hunter College 
Hawks. Baruch’s record refl ects 
the stature of a team ready to com-
pete in championship games. Th e 
Bearcats seemingly walked into 
this year’s season with the inten-
tion of making a statement in the 
CUNYAC conference, overcoming 
nearly every opponent they have 
matched up with. 
Following their loss to the No. 12 
Kean University, Baruch went on a 
four-game winning streak, which 
began with a well-fought battle 
against the John Jay Bloodhounds 
on March 22. Th e Bearcats toppled 
the Bloodhounds in a game that 
went the distance. Out of a total 
of fi ve sets, the Bearcats came out 
on top in sets two, four and fi ve 
with scores of 27-25, 25-20 and 
15-8, respectively. 
Both sides had similar stat 
sheets. Although the Bearcats re-
corded 47 kills as a team in the 
game, the Bloodhounds were not 
too far off  from that number, rack-
ing up 45 of their own on the night. 
Still, Baruch proved to be the bet-
ter team that night as they edged 
out John Jay with a combination of 
teamwork and focus, resulting in 
a total of 43 assists, which was key 
to their victory. Th e Bearcats also 
recorded 11 aces.
Following their win against 
John Jay, the Bearcats completed a 
successful outing at their fi nal CU-
NYAC tri-match in a doubleheader 
against John Jay and York College. 
Baruch cruised their way to vic-
tory in both matches, surrendering 
just one set to the Bloodhounds 
in the rematch and sweeping the 
Cardinals 3-0. 
Th e team would later face a re-
match against Hunter where they 
would once again come out on top. 
“Th e rivalry against Hunter, is defi -
nitely one to watch,” stated Brian 
Coniglio, the Bearcats’ fourth-year 
setter. 
Although Baruch exceeded 
Hunter in errors made, 31-29, the 
Bearcats were still able to keep 
the upper hand and maintained 
control throughout the game. Th e 
team scored a total of 73.5 points 
en route to their victory.  At the 
end of the night, the Bearcats’ hit-
ting percentage was marked at .156 
percent, just a hair better than the 
Hawks’ .123. 
According to Coniglio, the 
Bearcats were expecting to play 
their best game of volleyball head-
ing into the matchup. “We pre-
pared as much as we could. Not 
only is this game physical, but it is 
a mental game as well.” 
Overall, the Bearcats accom-
plished their main goal set out for 
the night and split the season series 
1-1 against the Hawks.
Th e Bearcats four-game win-
ning streak eventually came to an 
end when they opposed the top 
two teams in the division, the No. 1 
ranked SUNY New Paltz and No. 2 
Springfi eld College. 
“We knew it would take a full 
team eff ort, from everyone on the 
court to the players on the bench, to 
win against either team. We played 
Springfi eld before at home, and 
knew that they ran a fast off ense, 
so we were more prepared to play 
them this time. New Paltz we knew 
was a great team because they were 
ranked No. 1,” said Coniglio. 
Despite the preparation, it was 
a short night for the Bearcats, as 
both games ended sooner than 
expected, and the Bearcats were 
unable to put points on the board, 
losing 0-3 in each game. In the 
game against New Paltz, there was 
a large discrepancy in the num-
ber of assists and aces attempted, 
which illustrates how much the 
Bearcats struggled to get their 
off ense going. 
Th e Bearcats started their post-
season play on Tuesday, April 5 
with a 3-0 rout over the College of 
Staten Island Dolphins in the quar-
terfi nals. Baruch and CSI played 
against each other two times in 
the regular season, and both times 
the Bearcats came out on top 3-0. 
Tuesday’s matchup had a similar 
feel, as the Bearcats continued to 
wreck the visiting Dolphins at their 
home court. 
With the intensity of the home 
crowd behind them, the Bearcats 
played impeccable defense, hold-
ing CSI to a measly .043 hitting 
percentage. 
Baruch also displayed good 
teamwork off ensively with a team 
total of 35 assists, compared to the 
Dolphins’ nine. Brady Ambro led 
the attack for the Bearcats, record-
ing a career-high 10 aces en route 
to the victory. Baruch’s quest for its 
eighth consecutive CUNYAC title 
continued on Friday against York 
College in the semifi nals. Th e game 
ended after press time. Baruch 
hosted the College of Staten Island 
at home in the fi rst round of the 
CUNYAC championships on Tues-
day, April 5. Th e Bearcats won the 
regular season series against York 
College in the semifi nals. Th e game 
ended after press time.
Sophomore Stephen Roach (11) sets up junior Braden Carter for a spike versus the 
York College Cardinals in the fi rst round of the CUNYAC tournament.
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Giants, Jets head in opposite directions 
BY ERIC CHENG
STAFF WRITER 
March Madness, a race that 
started with a frenzy of 64 teams, 
came to a close on Sunday, April 3, 
as Villanova took down North Car-
olina, 77-74, on a 3-point buzzer 
beater to capture the 2016 NCAA 
men’s basketball championships. 
Th e team’s win gave Villanova its 
second title in the program’s histo-
ry and was the fi rst for head coach 
Jay Wright. 
Both teams headed into the 
contest with enormous momen-
tum from their massive victories in 
the Final Four round. Represent-
ing the South region, the Villanova 
Wildcats faced off  against the West 
region champion Oklahoma Soon-
ers in a highly anticipated matchup 
between two of college basketball’s 
well-known stars, Ryan Arcidiaco-
no for Villanova and the Naismith 
National Player of the Year, and 
Buddy Hield for Oklahoma. Th is 
game turned out to be a complete 
mismatch as Villanova blew out 
Oklahoma 95-51. 
Th e fi rst seven minutes of the 
game was a back-and-forth aff air 
as both teams traded baskets and 
leads. Despite a balanced start, 
things began to get out of hand 
for Oklahoma as Villanova went 
on a 21-4 run; by halftime, Vil-
lanova had a commanding 42-28 
lead. Th ings got even worse for the 
Sooners, when both teams came 
out of their locker rooms at half-
time. At one point, the Sooners 
went cold, going seven minutes 
without making a single basket 
or free throw. With the Wildcats 
showing no signs of slowing down, 
Oklahoma’s season was beginning 
to fade away. Oklahoma just could 
not fi nd any answers off ensively. 
Villanova held Hield to just nine 
points. Jordan Woodward was the 
only Sooners’ starter to reach dou-
ble fi gures in points with 12 points. 
Meanwhile, Villanova shot an in-
credible of 71 percent from the 
fi eld. Josh Hart led the way for the 
Cats with 23 points, and Kris Jen-
kins and Arcidiacono combined 
for 33 points. Villanova defeated 
the Sooners 95-51 en route to their 
second trip to the championships 
in the program’s history.
Th e second Final Four match 
featured two ACC teams, the Mid-
west region champion Syracuse 
Orange and the East region cham-
pion and the only No. 1 seed team 
left in the tournament, the North 
Carolina Tar Heels. Syracuse was a 
huge Cinderella story coming into 
this game as they were a bubble 
team on Selection Sunday. No-
body thought Syracuse belonged 
in the tournament. However, their 
performance through the begin-
ning rounds has proven many 
people wrong. Syracuse was com-
ing off  two impressive comeback 
wins against Gonzaga and Virginia 
but could not fi nd enough fi re-
power against the Tar Heels, and 
North Carolina put an end to the 
Cinderella story as they blew out 
Syracuse, 83-66. 
North Carolina was able to fi g-
ure out Syracuse’s 2-3 zone as they 
shot 54 percent from the fi eld. 
Trevor Cooney scored 22 points for 
Syracuse, but it was not enough as 
North Carolina proved too much 
for an inexperienced team. Th e 
Tar Heels advanced to the national 
championship game.
With the Final Four matches 
completed, the national champi-
onship was set. Roy Williams, head 
coach of North Carolina was seek-
ing his sixth national title; national 
Coach of the Year Jay Wright of Vil-
lanova was searching for his fi rst-
ever national title. North Carolina, 
not really known as a great jump-
shooting team, shot lights out from 
3-point territory. All of the mo-
mentum seemed to be on North 
Carolina’s side going into halftime. 
However, a desperation shot by 
Phil Booth at the buzzer cut Vil-
lanova’s defi cit down to fi ve. Th is 
crucial play by Booth seemed to be 
the shot that shifted the momen-
tum in Villanova’s favor because 
in the second half, the pace of the 
game seemed to be in favor of the 
Wildcats. Villanova eventually took 
a lead with 13:33 left in the game, 
and from that point on, Villanova 
kept their foot on the gas pedal. 
Th e Wildcats built their lead to 67-
59 with less than four minutes to 
play. Th e Tar Heels responded with 
a Marcus Paige 3-pointer, which 
cut the defi cit to a one-possession 
game, 70-67. On the following play, 
the Wildcats turned the ball over 
on a bad pass, and Bryce John-
son made a jumper to cut the lead 
to one. 
With the game on the line, Paige 
made an incredible 3-point shot 
to tie the game at 74 and give the 
Tar Heels a fi ghting chance. How-
ever, it was too early to celebrate 
as there was still 4.7 seconds left 
for Villanova to make a play. Arci-
diacono dribbled up the court and 
passed the ball to Kris Jenkins, who 
made the fi nal shot as time expired 
to give the Wildcats the win, 77-
74. Th ere was an outpour of emo-
tions as confetti fi lled the stadium 
and the players piled in the center 
of the court. North Carolina play-
ers were heartbroken and were in 
disbelief. For North Carolina, Paige 
had 21 points in the losing eff ort 
and Joel Berry II added 20 points in 
the game. For Villanova, Booth had 
arguably the game of his life. Com-
ing off  the bench, he was the un-
sung hero of the game. Arcidiaco-
no had 16 points and was named 
the Final Four Most Outstanding 
Player. Jenkins fi nished with 14 
points, and none was bigger than 
his last basket. 
Villanova upsets North Carolina 77-74
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Mets and Royals kick off 2016 campaign with World Series rematch
BY OMER SEMAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
It has been fi ve months since 
Lucas Duda threw a baseball 
from Flushing to Astoria in the 
ninth inning of the World Series, 
fi ve months since Wilmer Flores 
watched a Wade Davis fastball 
slice through the strike zone, fi ve 
months since the Kansas City Roy-
als leapt into one another’s arms 
in Citi Field and trampled on the 
souls of the New York Mets and 
their fans on their home turf. If you 
cannot tell, it still stings. Opening 
Day in baseball, like the fi rst day 
of any sports season, revitalizes 
fanbases—everyone is tied for fi rst 
place—and gives teams an oppor-
tunity to build from previous suc-
cess and correct errors from sea-
sons past—except for Terry Collins 
and his players. Th ey were forced to 
relive the heartbreak they tried to 
leave behind in November.
Th e Royals raised their 2015 
championship banner on Sun-
day, April 3 on ESPN as the Mets 
were forced to watch their blun-
ders displayed on Kauff man Sta-
dium’s jumbotron. MLB released 
the 2016 schedule last September, 
so the league must have loved the 
serendipity of a World Series re-
match to open the season. Game 
1 of the season mirrored the Fall 
Classic from start to fi nish. Edinson 
Volquez and Matt Harvey, starters 
for the fi nal game of 2015, reprised 
their roles in this matchup; so too 
did Yoenis Cespedes, only instead 
of committing an error in center 
fi eld in the fi rst inning, he let a fl y 
ball clank off  his glove in left fi eld, 
gifting Mike Moustakas fi rst base to 
get things rolling.
Travis d’Arnaud compounded 
the error by allowing a passed ball 
to bounce around the backstop, 
advancing Moustakas 90 feet. Eric 
Hosmer followed the Royals mo-
tif, “Hit ‘em where they ain’t,” and 
knocked a dribbler past the short-
stop hole, driving in the game’s fi rst 
run. Harvey did not perform to his 
All-Star pedigree, giving up four 
runs, three earned, on eight hits 
and two walks to just two strike-
outs in 5.2 innings. On the other 
hand, the Mets could not deci-
pher Volquez and his wild delivery 
through six innings, producing two 
hits and three walks.  
Surprisingly, it was the Royals’s 
bullpen that opened the door for 
the Amazin’s. Joakim Soria, return-
ing to Kansas City after bouncing 
around the league, fi lled the bases 
in the top of the eighth. Duda land-
ed a soft pop up onto the left-fi eld 
grass, sending two runs home and 
a Neil Walker groundout cut the 
defi cit to one run.
Th e Mets put up a good fi ght, 
but the Royals unleashed the grim 
reaper of ninth innings, Wade Da-
vis. With Alejandro De Aza on fi rst, 
Curtis Granderson singled to put 
runners on the corners with one 
out. Davis proceeded to mow down 
David Wright and Cespedes to cap 
the celebratory aff air.  
An irregular off  day had the fa-
miliar foes completing their two-
game series on Tuesday. Th e Roy-
als decided to split their champion-
ship celebrations because national 
broadcasts do not air pregame 
festivities, thereby preventing K.C. 
fans from enjoying the ceremony. 
Th e Mets were spared a second 
look at what could have been as 
they stayed in the clubhouse when 
the Royals received their champi-
onship rings. Th ey might own the 
hardware, but the Mets brought 
the hammer.
Th e last time Noah Syndergaard 
toted the mound against the Roy-
als, a 98 mph fastball blurred over 
Alcides Escobar’s head, infuriating 
the shortstop’s teammates. Pow-
ered by the 112 Barbie dolls stuff ed 
in his cap, Th or pounded the strike 
zone early and often Tuesday. Es-
cobar exacted his revenge in his 
fi rst at-bat as he laced an elevated 
fastball to right fi eld for a triple. 
Syndergaard hunkered down and 
struck out the next three batters, 
especially impressive considering 
the Royals whiff ed in 16 percent of 
their plate appearances, the lowest 
rate in baseball last year. 
Mets second baseman Neil 
Walker rewarded his pitcher’s de-
termination in the fourth inning 
as he pulled a Chris Young fastball 
over the fence for his fi rst home run 
with the team. Handed a two-run 
lead, Syndergaard dealt with adver-
sity like a veteran. Kendrys Morales 
launched a double to straightaway 
center to start the fi fth, but Th or 
blew away Alex Gordon and Salva-
dor Perez and forced a slow roller 
to himself to stunt a comeback. 
Th e following inning proved most 
treacherous for Syndergaard as a 
passed ball by d’Arnaud negated a 
punch out to begin the frame. 
Th e Mets infi eld failed to turn 
double plays on consecutive op-
portunities, granting Moustakas 
third base. Lorenzo Cain hit a bloop 
single and stole second while Hos-
mer walked to load the bases. Syn-
dergaard devastated Morales with 
an onslaught of sliders that topped 
out at 95 mph, faster than the aver-
age fastball velocity in the majors. 
His fi nal tally of three hits, one walk 
and nine strikeouts in six innings 
led the team’s eff ort to neutralize 
the persistent Royals lineup. 
Jim Henderson made an em-
phatic return to the big leagues 
nearly two years after his last ap-
pearance. Displaying some veloc-
ity behind his fastball, Henderson 
sat the 6-7-8 hitters down in order, 
punctuated with two strikeouts. 
Addison Reed, last seen fl oating 
a slider over the plate to Christian 
Colon in Game 5, maintained the 
lead in the eighth, adequately set-
ting up closer Jeurys Familia.
Th e sinker-ball thrower carved 
through the heart of the Royals or-
der, getting Cain to swing and miss 
on his patented pitch and Hosmer 
and Morales to hit two balls into 
the dirt to dispel their ghoulish tor-
mentor—zero hyperbole here. 
Th e Mets’s road trip to Kan-
sas City might have been exactly 
what the team needed. Getting 
the chance to cope with the agony 
of 2015 head-on allows them to 
move forward and focus on the 
next 160 games throughout the 
next six months. Jacob deGrom 
is slated to pitch on Friday, April 
8, against the Philadelphia Phil-
lies, but an expected newborn son 
keeps things in fl ux. Beginnings are 
nerve-racking, but they can lead to 
something beautiful.




Th e University of Connecticut 
women’s basketball team capped 
off  a historic campaign, winning 
big over Syracuse to cement their 
second-straight undefeated sea-
son; this is the fourth-straight 
championship for the Huskies.
Despite bold game predictions, 
the Huskies took care of business 
early on; the high caliber Syracuse 
orange was neutralized just min-
utes into the game. Th e Orange 
quickly found themselves trail-
ing by 27 come halftime. Despite 
a second half push, the Huskies 
superstars put on a show in the 
second half, building on their half-
time lead to fi nish the game 82-51.
Th e star of the night was none 
other than UConn’s Breanna Stew-
art, the leader on the Huskie’s ros-
ter. Th e 6-foot-4-inch power for-
ward fi nished the night with game 
highs: 24 points, 10 rebounds and 
6 assists. Stewart’s performance 
helped earn her fourth champi-
onship, ultimately launching her 
into the discussion of the great-
est women’s basketball player in 
the school’s rich history—if not 
the sport as a whole. She joins the 
ranks of UConn legends Diana 
Taurasi and Maya Moore. Stew-
art took Most Outstanding Player 
accolades for the fourth year in a 
row, with very little afterthought; 
the mega-star’s performance sim-
ply speaks for itself.
Stewart’s outing was comple-
mented by solid performances 
from forward Morgan Tuck who 
recorded 19 points, while guard 
Moriah Jeff erson posted 13. UCo-
nn students packed the Bankers 
Life Fieldhouse as premature cel-
ebrations rang through the build-
ing early on, everyone realizing 
they were witnessing history. As 
the game came to a close, UConn 
allegiants hoisted four fi ngers to 
represent their tremendous feat, 
which is shared with few other 
teams throughout collegiate 
sports history. For head coach 
Geno Auriemma, Tuesday night 
was yet another testament to the 
shot caller’s extraordinary career, 
which now boasts 11 national 
championships.
Unlike the cliche Cinderella 
story campaign that sports fans 
love, the Huskies’s road to the 
championship was rather a breeze. 
UConn methodically made their 
way to the championship, beating 
their playoff  opponents by 52, 46, 
60, 21 and 29 points consecutive-
ly. Although many gave Syracuse 
credit for their strong tournament 
performance, the Huskies’ dis-
mantling of the Orange came as a 
surprise to almost none.
Perhaps bittersweet, the con-
clusion of Tuesday’s match also 
put a close to Breanna Stewart’s 
storied collegiate career. Th e 
fourth-year senior is primed for 
a huge professional career in the 
WNBA. As for the Huskies looking 
forward, the majority of the roster 
is set to remain intact. Nonethe-
less, with a loss of Stewart’s mag-
nitude, the Huskies have tremen-
dous shoes to fi ll; another player 
must step up quickly in order to 
keep the streak alive.
Th ere are those who down-
play the Huskies’s fourth-straight 
championship, claiming it is bad 
for the sport and that undermines 
trues competition. Admittedly, 
the Huskies’ schedule was not 
the hardest, especially consider-
ing their fortifi ed roster; however, 
such a tremendous accomplish-
ment is noteworthy no matter the 
circumstances. If nothing else, the 
Huskies’ unprecedented triumph 
puts them in the same breath with 
some of the greatest sports teams 
in history.
UConn raises 11th title
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12. *”They’re grrreat!” he 
exclaimed
15. Cowboy’s rope catcher
20. Unsuitable
22. Middle-earth creature
24. More than one
25. Ponzi scheme, e.g.
26. Dr. Preston ____ of 
“Grey’s Anatomy”
27. Relating to #62 Down
29. *”Ai, caramba!”
31. Ages and ages
32. Small group of soldiers
33. A in AV
34. Rods and ____
36. *”The cold never bothered 
me anyway”
38. Children’s author Blyton
42. Breakfast side
45. Personify
49. Afghan monetary unit
51. *”Mr. Gorbachev, tear 
down this wall”
54. The Eagles’ “____ 
California”
56. Make one ecstatically 
happy
57. Arizona Indian
58. Like a devoted fan
59. “Master of ____” on 
Netfl ix
60. Deadly ones
61. Facts and fi gures
62. Hipbone
63. Medieval Northern 
European
66. Draft pick




For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar





13. Turf, as opposed to surf
14. Bygone bird
15. Slow, musically speaking
16. *”I’ll knock you off  your 
broom!” he said
17. Barley bristle
18. Type of fl u
19. *”My precious!”
21. *”I’ve a feeling we’re not 
in Kansas anymore”
23. ____ Francisco
24. Hindu woman’s dress
25. Apple’s opponent, 2016
28. *”Never let the fear of 
striking out get in your way”
30. *”Et tu, Brute?”
35. Not to be broken?
37. Finish a road
39. Chef’s headgear
40. Seed covering
41. *”Sign your name across 
my heart,” sang Terrence 
____ D’arby
43. Botticelli’s Venus, e.g.
44. Tsar’s edict
46. *”Hang down your 
head, Tom Dooley,” sang The 
Kingston ____
47. It propels some boats
48. Abscond
50. Month of Purim
52. Disk operating system
53. Inlaid furniture decoration
55. Witness




65. *”If you can’t change your 
fate, change your attitude,” 
said Amy ____
67. ____ of Pergamum, 
Ancient Greece
69. Short for pinafore
70. Santa’s helper
71. Leaning
72. Middle of March
73. *”If you want to be happy, 
be,” said ____ Tolstoy
74. Not o’er
DOWN
1. Mary Kay’s last name
2. Rudolph, e.g.
3. *Bette Midler: “Did you ever 
know that you’re my ____”
4. ____ Grey and James 
____ Jones





9. Prefi x in levorotary
10. *The Fonz: “Sit ____ 
____!”




DELTA SIGMA PI  RELAY FOR LIFE PIE A BRO FUNDRAISER 
12:00 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | VC 2nd FLoor Lobby | Free
WEST MEETS EAST MATSURI 




12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | VC 3-215 | Free
GAME NIGHT 




12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | VC 3-210 | Free
CELEBRATION RAJAB/SHABAN & WELCOME RAMADAN 
6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. | VC 1-107 to 1-111 | Free
THURS
14
SMALL WORKS BARUCH  2016 
12:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m. | Mishkin Gallery | Free
THE ALEXANDER STRING QUARTET 
7:30 p.m. -9:30 p.m. | BPAC | $30
FRI
15
MASTER CLASS: DAVID WITTEN, PIANO*
1:00 p.m. | Brooklyn College - Roosevelt Extension | Free
JAPANESE TAIKO DRUM CONCERT BY OMNY TAIKO 
6:00 p.m. -8:00 p.m. | BPAC |$10 with Student ID 
SAT
16
DAN EPHRON: ‘KILLING A KING*
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. | CSI| Free
THE ANNUAL HOLOCAUST FREEDOM SEDER*




REBECCA VICENTE | THE TICKER
Career Spotlight
Founded in 1972, Covenant 
House is the largest charity 
across the hemisphere serving 
homeless, traffi  cked and run-
away youth. Located in 27 cities 
across 6 countries (Canada, the 
United States, Mexico, Guate-
mala, Honduras and Nicaragua) 
Covenant House off ers a broad 
range of essential services to 
help youth move from poverty 
to opportunity and from home-
lessness to hope. 
Covenant House invites pas-
sionate, intelligent and critical-
thinking juniors, seniors, and 
graduate students to participate 
in our robust summer internship 
program at our NYC Headquar-
ters offi  ce. Our 10 to 12-week 
summer internship program 
provides interns with fi rst-hand 
knowledge and experience from 
the largest privately funded non-
profi t organization. Exceptional 
college juniors, seniors and 
graduate students are invited to 
apply, and must have a current 
minimum GPA of 3.0 in Human 
Resources or a related fi eld. We 
welcome applicants of all back-
grounds to apply.
Interns gain great experience 
not just in general non-profi t 
management, but in research, 
business writing, project man-
agement, fi nance, human re-
sources, development/ fundrais-
ing, marketing, issues of youth 
homelessness, advocacy, and 
the use of technology in carrying 
out a non-profi t organization’s 
mission. This is an unpaid intern-
ship for juniors and above with a 
focus in Human Resources. 
For more information, visit STARR 
Search with ID 87804
INTERNSHIP UPDATE
The charity is looking for 2016 summer interns
COVENANT HOUSE
Did you know that we are hosting our Spring 2016 
Undergraduate Career Day on May 5, 2016, with companies 
from large business to governmental agencies and 
nonprofi t organizations? Save the date and be there!
FUN FACT
Spotlight Series: Careers in Banking
Tuesday, April 12th, 12:30-2:00 PM, VC 3-160
Attend to learn more about careers in diff erent kinds of banking 
and how to apply to those positions.
Mastering the Job Interview
Wednesday, April 13th, 12:30-2:00 PM, VC 2-190 
Learn how to create your personal pitch and answer challenging 
questions at this preparatory workshop.
Government and Nonprofi t Industry Panel
Wednesday, April 13th, 4:00–6:00 PM, VC 2-125
Attend to learn how to break into the realm of nonprofi t and 
governmental careers.
Networking Etiquette
Thursday, April 14th, 12:30-2:00 PM, VC 14-250
Terri Thompson, owner of Terri Thompson Presents, discusses the 
4 golden rules of Networking in this session.
SAVE THE DATE
EVENTS
LinkedIn is an eff ective and professional social media platform to extend and detail 
extracurricular, leadership activities, and honors. Information that would otherwise not fi t on 
your resume can make LinkedIn its new home! Reaching out to industry professionals you admire 
for coff ee meetings via LinkedIn is also a powerful way to build your network.
--MICHELLE SHEU
PEER FOR CAREER
PEER TIP OF THE WEEK
 CHECK OUT THIS WEEK’S WORDS OF WISDOM FROM PEERS FOR CAREERS, AMBASSADORS OF SCDC
BENGALI NEW YEAR CELEBRATION 2016  HENNA  
12:30 p.m.-2:00 p.m. | VC 2nd FLoor Lobby | Free
RELAY FOR LIFE FUNDRAISING 
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | VC 2nd FLoor Lobby | Free

